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Abstract
The volatile world economy has greatly aected fuel prices, while pollution and gas
emissions are increasing to negatively impact global warming. Rising fuel costs have made
drivers more concerned about how much of their monthly budgets are allocated for gasoline.
In terms of the air pollution problem, greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from vehicles are
considered to be one of the main contributing sources. Carbon dioxide (CO2) is the largest
component of GHG emissions. As a result, it is important to develop and implement
eective strategies to reduce fuel expenditure and prevent the expected increase of CO2
emission from vehicles.
Vehicular networks oer a promising approach that can be applied in transportation
systems to reduce fuel consumption and emissions. One of the major applications of
vehicular networks is intelligent transportation systems (ITS). To exchange and distribute
messages, geocast routing protocols have been proposed for ITS applications. Most of these
protocols focus on improving network-centric performance measures (e.g., message delay,
packet delivery ratio, etc.) instead of focusing on improving the performance measures
that are meaningful to both the scientic community and the general public (e.g., fuel
consumption and CO2 emission).
Stop-and-go conditions, high acceleration, and unnecessary speed are uneconomical
and environmentally unfriendly (UEU) actions that increase the amount of vehicle fuel
consumed and the CO2 emission. These actions can happen frequently for vehicles ap-
proaching a trac light signal (TLS). This thesis proposes a new protocol named Econom-
ical and Environmentally Friendly Geocast (EEFG), which focuses on minimizing CO2
emission and fuel consumption from vehicles approaching a TLS. The goal of this proto-
col is to deliver useful information to approaching vehicles inside the regions of interest
(ROIs). Based on the information sent, the vehicle receiving the message adapts its speed
to a recommended speed (SR), which helps the vehicle reduce its UEU actions.
To determine the value of SR, a comprehensive optimization model that is applicable in
both vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication and trac light signal-to-vehicle (TLS2V)
communication is developed. The objective function is to minimize fuel consumption by
and emissions from vehicles. The speed that can achieve this goal is the optimum SR
(SR). The thesis also proposes ecient heuristic expressions to compute the optimum or
near-optimum value of SR.
An extensive performance study of the EEFG protocol is performed. It shows the
impact of using EEFG in a modeled real-world network for urban and suburban areas in
the city of Waterloo, Ontario, Canada. Four case studies have been considered: (1) a
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suburban environment at the maximum trac volume hour of the day; (2) a suburban
environment at the minimum trac volume hour of the day; (3) an urban environment at
the maximum trac volume hour of the day; (4) an urban environment at the minimum
trac volume hour of the day. The results show that EEFG saves fuel and CO2 emission in
all four cases. In addition, the thesis studies the eect of communication parameters (e.g.,
transmission range, packet delay, and packet dropping rate) on vehicle fuel consumption
and CO2 emission. Having high transmission range, low packet delay, and low packet
dropping rate, can save more fuel and CO2 emission.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Vehicular Networks
Vehicular networks consist of nodes (vehicles) equipped with an application unit (AU) and
an on-board Unit (OBU) [1], which are connected to each other. An AU is an in-vehicle
entity that runs applications such as a navigation system with communication capabilities.
There are two types of AUs: the rst type is embedded into a vehicle and permanently
connected to an OBU. The second one is dynamically plugged into the in-vehicle network
by means such as laptops and personal digital assistants (PDAs). In addition to an AU,
an OBU is another in-vehicle entity and is responsible for wireless communication such
as vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure communications. An OBU is equipped
with a (short-range) wireless communication device that is based on radio technology.
There are three possible network architectures for vehicular networks: inter-vehicle com-
munication (IVC), infrastructure-based vehicle communication, and hybrid vehicle com-
munication (HVC) as shown in Figure 1.1. IVC is a form of direct radio communication
between vehicles without control centers. Thus, vehicles need to be equipped with network
devices that are based on a radio technology capable of organizing access to channels in
a decentralized manner (e.g., IEEE 802.11 and IEEE 802.11p). In addition, multi-hop
routing protocols are required in order to forward messages to any destinations out of the
sender's transmission range. IVC is also called vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) and
vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication. In infrastructure-based vehicle communication,
xed gateways, such as access points in a wireless local area network (WLAN), are used for
communication. This network architecture could provide dierent application types and
1
Figure 1.1: An ITS application architecture with vehicular networks
large coverage. However, the infrastructure cost has to be taken into consideration. Last
is HVC, an integration of IVC with infrastructure-based communications.
Vehicular networks are a promising research area in intelligent transportation systems
(ITSs) applications [2]. With vehicular networks, drivers can be informed about many
kinds of events and conditions that can impact their travel. Applications for vehicular
networks can be classied into safety and non-safety applications. The safety applications
are intended to reduce the number of fatalities on roads. For example, a vehicle can identify
itself as crashed by vehicular sensors that detect events like airbag ination. Then, it sends
a warning message to nearby vehicles. After receiving the message, drivers are aware of the
crash; therefore, they can take an action such as choosing a dierent route or slowing down
their cars gradually. The non-safety applications are available to comfort drivers and their
passengers. Examples of non-safety applications are toll service and internet access[1].
Vehicular networks share some characteristics with ad hoc networks. However, vehic-
ular networks can be distinguished from other kinds of ad hoc networks by their highly
dynamic topology, frequently disconnected network, sucient energy and storage, various
communications environments, strict delay constraints, and interaction with on-board de-
vices [3]. Some of these characteristics create many challenging issues that need to be
addressed. For instance, the network layer has the challenge of nding and maintaining
routes in vehicular networks, because of the network nodes' behavior that makes links
change all the time or may even make no links available.
2
Figure 1.2: Vehicular networks architectures
1.2 Geocast Routing in Vehicular Networks
Geocast is a network protocol that aims to deliver data packets from a source node to all
nodes that currently reside in selected geographical regions. Essentially, geocast provides
two functions: geographical addressing and geographical forwarding. In geocast, a desti-
nation address is restricted within a position or a geographical region. It is assumed in
geocast that every node knows its location and its neighbors' topology. Based on this infor-
mation and the packet destination address, a node forwards the received packet. A geocast
routing approach is useful in vehicular networks for two reasons: (1) position information
for vehicles is made available by their navigation systems, which promises more ecient
routing protocols; (2) many applications address their destinations by positions rather than
identiers. In vehicular networks, the possible network architectures for geocast can be
classied into Inter-Vehicle Geocast (IVG), infrastructure-based vehicle geocast, and hy-
brid vehicle geocast (HVG) as shown in Figure 1.2. Table 1.1 compares these architectures
in terms of cost, coverage, and applications.
Some important benets from geocast protocols can be introduced to vehicular network
applications. Using safety applications as an example, suppose a vehicle can identify itself
as crashed by vehicular sensors that detect events like airbag ination. Then, it sends a
warning message targeting following vehicles within 500 m of the accident site. In this
situation, vehicles outside the geocast region are not alerted. An example for non-safety
applications is traveler information support such as a gas station advertising its existence
and prices to approaching vehicles.
In many applications foreseen for vehicular networks, the one-time dissemination of
information to all vehicles in a geographical region is rather inappropriate. For instance,
it is clear that crashed vehicles will not be removed instantly after the accident happens.
In this case, the warning message has to be valid until the accident site has been cleared.
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Table 1.1: Comparison of vehicular networks' architectures
IVG Infrastructure-based VG HVG
Cost Low High Less infrastructure
Coverage Based on the
vehicle density
High High, but it is not guaranteed
in scenarios with low vehicle
density
Main applica-
tions
Safety Non-safety Both safety and non-safety
Consequently, a new concept of geocast called \time-stable" or \abiding geocast" has been
introduced [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. A time-stable geocast protocol delivers a message to the users in
the geocast region for a specic duration of time.
Almost all proposed geocast protocols evaluate network performance level (e.g., by
message delays, packet delivery ratio, etc.), instead of evaluating the impact of the protocol
on the vehicular system (e.g., on fuel consumption, emissions, travel time, etc.) [9]. This
thesis presents a geocast protocol designed for minimizing vehicle fuel consumption and
emissions. This protocol has been named the \Economical and Environmentally Friendly
Geocast" (EEFG). To the best of our knowledge, our attempt is a rst in the eld. EEFG
protocol aims to alleviate the main factors that aect increases in vehicle fuel consumption
and emissions. Since the goals of the EEFG protocol are dierent from the existing geocast
protocols, the required exchange of information and the functions of such an EEFG protocol
dier.
1.3 Research Motivation and Objectives
The detrimental eects of air pollution and concerns about global warming are being
increasingly reported by the media. In many countries, fuel prices have risen considerably.
For instance, the gasoline price in western Canada increased around 150%, from about
53 cents/liter in 1998, to 127 cents/liter in 2012 [10]. As for air pollution, greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions from vehicles are considered one of the main contributing sources.
Carbon dioxide (CO2) is the largest component of GHG emissions. For example, in the
European Union (EU), in 2009, CO2 emission from the transport sector were about 25%
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of the entire EU's CO2 emission [11]. The Kyoto Protocol aims to stabilize the GHG
concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that would prevent dangerous alterations to
regional and global climates [12]. As a result, it is important to develop and implement
eective strategies to reduce fuel expenditure and prevent the expected increase in CO2
emission from vehicles.
This research has been motivated by the fact that geocast protocols in vehicular net-
works can play a key role in reducing vehicle fuel consumption and CO2 emission. Stop-and-
go condition, unnecessary high speed, high acceleration, and congestion are uneconomical
and environmentally unfriendly (UEU) actions that increase the amount of vehicle fuel
consumption and CO2 emission. Some of these actions happen frequently with vehicles ap-
proaching a trac light signal (TLS). For this scenario, our objective is to propose a new
protocol named Economical and Environmentally Friendly Geocast (EEFG), which focuses
on minimizing CO2 emission and fuel consumption from vehicles. The goal of the protocol
is to deliver required information to vehicles inside the region of interest (ROI). Based on
the information sent, the vehicle receiving the message adapts its speed to the optimum
recommended speed (SR), which helps the vehicle reduce some of the UEU actions. As a
result, minimum vehicle fuel consumption and CO2 emission are achieved.
1.4 Summary of Contributions
This thesis makes the following contributions:
 It studies in-depth the use of vehicular communication networks to provide green
solutions. It shows how to apply a fuel consumption and emission model to vehicular
networks. Moreover, it identies a suitable scenario wherein applying vehicular geo-
cast protocols will signicantly reduce vehicle fuel consumption and CO2 emission.
This scenario involves vehicles approaching a TLS where the main UEU actions that
can occur are stop-and-go conditions, unnecessarily excessive speed, and unnecessar-
ily high acceleration. The key parameter that controls the relation between vehicular
networks and energy saving is vehicular trac mobility as summarized in Figure 1.3.
 It develops a new geocast routing protocol for vehicular networks, named Economical
and Environmentally Friendly Geocast (EEFG), that has the following attributes:
{ The objective functions are to reduce fuel consumption and CO2 emission by
vehicles approaching a TLS;
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Figure 1.3: Relation between vehicular networks and energy saving
{ The ROIs are determined and adapted according to the aforementioned objec-
tive functions. Moreover, the packet contents and message delivery are devel-
oped to achieve the same goal.
 It develops a comprehensive optimization model that is applicable in both V2V com-
munication and trac light signal-to-vehicle (TLS2V) communication as a special
case, with the objective function of minimizing fuel consumption and emissions of
vehicles approaching a TLS. This model determines the value of the optimum rec-
ommended speed (SR) that will lead to the maximum reduction of fuel use and
emissions. Therefore, this objective is achieved by controlling the vehicle speed to
SR, which helps the vehicle avoid having to stop, making lengthy accelerations, and
running at unnecessarily excessive speed. This thesis shows that, in most cases, SR
equals the recommended speed of the leading vehicle (SRl) if the follower, once it
increases its speed to more than SRl, will be aected by its leader; S

R equals the
minimum speed limit (Smin) if the vehicle has to stop anyway; S

R is within the range
SRl  SR  Smax if the vehicle is able to increase its speed to more than SRl without
being aected by its leader. The minimum fuel consumption and CO2 emissions can
be achieved if the vehicle travels at SR.
 It proposes heuristic expressions to compute the optimum or near-optimum recom-
mended speed (SR) of vehicles approaching a TLS. These expressions have been
proposed based on the observations drawn from optimization results presented in
Chapter 5: (1) the optimum SR should be the maximum possible speed that allows
the vehicle to pass the TLS without idling or decelerating; (2) if the vehicle has to
stop, the result of the optimum SR equals Smin; (3) the optimum SR must equal the
maximum speed limit (Smax) if the vehicle is close to a green TLS and can catch it.
In the case of TLS2V communication, the optimization and heuristic expressions give
the same SR results. However, the results might slightly dier if V2V communication
is involved because of many factors, including speed limitation, current speed value,
SRl value, distance between vehicles, distance to the TLS, TLS phase times, time
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of idling, and time of deceleration. These factors are considered in the optimization
model.
 It studies the eect of communication parameters (e.g., transmission range, packet
delay, and packet dropping rate) on vehicle fuel consumption and CO2 emission.
 It provides extensive performance studies using a modeled real-world network for
urban and suburban areas in the city of Waterloo, Ontario, Canada. Four case
studies have been considered in this thesis to evaluate the EEFG protocol: (1) a
suburban environment at the maximum trac volume (peak) hour of the day; (2) a
suburban environment at the minimum trac volume (o-peak) hour of the day; (3)
an urban environment at the maximum trac volume hour of the day; (4) an urban
environment at the minimum trac volume hour of the day. The results show that
EEFG saves fuel and CO2 emission in all four cases.
1.5 Thesis Organization
This thesis is organized as follows:
 Chapter 2 provides the background material for this research. The research requires
integration of fuel consumption and emission models with vehicular networks. The
key parameter that controls the relation between vehicular networks and energy sav-
ing is the vehicular trac mobility. Therefore, this chapter covers three dierent
research areas: (1) geocast protocols in vehicular networks; (2) vehicle fuel consump-
tion and emission models; (3) trac ow models. The chapter also reviews other
research eorts that have used vehicular networks to reduce vehicle fuel consumption
and emissions.
 Chapter 3 presents the system model, assumptions, and the problem denition. It
also identies strategy and steps to achieve a solution.
 Chapter 4 describes the mechanism of the proposed EEFG protocol for vehicles ap-
proaching a TLS. It denes the regions of interest and develops mathematical formu-
lations to determine these regions. Additionally, the chapter provides details on data
dissemination to deliver packets containing useful information with the objective of
reducing vehicle fuel consumption and CO2 emission.
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 Chapter 5 develops an optimization model that is applicable in both TLS2V and V2V
communications. This model determines the value of SR that leads to the maximum
reduction of fuel use and emissions. Analytical results for a leading and following
vehicle in dierent cases have been studied in this chapter.
 Chapter 6 proposes heuristic expressions to compute the optimum or near-optimum
SR of the leading and following vehicles. It compares the results of the expression to
those using the optimization model.
 Chapter 7 presents results of a scale-up simulation study using a modeled real-world
network of urban and suburban environments. In each environment, the chapter
evaluates the EEFG protocol during the peak and the o-peak hour of the day. It
shows the benet of using EEFG and the eect of the communication measures on
fuel consumption and CO2 emission. Moreover, the results show the amount of fuel
and CO2 emission when vehicles travel at optimum and computed SR.
 Chapter 8 summarizes the thesis work and provides interesting and challenging di-
rections for future research.
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Chapter 2
Background and Literature Survey
This research brings together three key areas:
1. Geocast protocols in vehicular networks;
2. Vehicle fuel consumption and emission models;
3. Trac ow models.
2.1 Geocast protocols in Vehicular Networks
Geocast protocols provide the capability to transmit a packet to all nodes within a ge-
ographic region. The geocast region is dened based on the applications. For instance,
a message to alert drivers about congestion on a highway may be useful to vehicles ap-
proaching an upcoming exit prior to the obstruction, yet unnecessary to vehicles already
in the congested area. This region in all protocols proposed in the literature is assumed to
be xed without the consideration of an objective function; also it is not known how the
region is calculated. These protocols are classied based on the forwarding types, which
are either simple ooding, ecient ooding, or forwarding without ooding [9] in order
to reduce latency or increase reliability. In this thesis, we want to draw the attention of
researchers in the eld of communication to designing geocast protocols intended to reduce
vehicle fuel consumption and emissions. Therefore, we classify the geocast protocols based
on performance measures as in the following subsections.
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Figure 2.1: An example of greedy forwarding
2.1.1 Geocast protocols to minimize message latency
Message latency can be dened as the delay of message delivery. A higher number of
wireless hops causes an increase in message latency. Greedy forwarding can be used to
reduce the number of hops used to transmit a packet from a sender to a destination
[13]. In this approach, a packet is forwarded by a node to a neighbor located closer to the
destination, as depicted in Figure 2.1. Contention period strategy can potentially minimize
message latency. In reference [14], when a node receives a packet, it waits for a certain
time before rebroadcasting. This waiting time depends on the distance between the node
and the sender; as such, the waiting time is shorter for a more distant receiver. The node
will rebroadcast the packet if the waiting time expires and the node has not received the
same packet from another node. Otherwise, the packet will be discarded.
2.1.2 Geocast protocols to increase dissemination reliability
One of the main problems associated with geocast routing protocols is that they do not
guarantee reliability, thus not all nodes inside a geographic area can be reached. Simple
ooding forwarding can achieve a high delivery success ratio because it has high trans-
mission redundancy. However, the delivery ratio will worsen with increased network size.
Also, frequent broadcasting in simple ooding causes message overhead and collisions. To
limit the ineciency of the simple ooding approach, directed ooding approaches have
been proposed that dene a forwarding zone and apply a controlled packet retransmission
scheme within the dissemination area [15][16][17].
Location Based Multicast (LBM) protocols are based on ooding in which a forwarding
zone is dened. In reference [15], two LBM protocols have been proposed. The rst protocol
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denes the forwarding zone as the smallest rectangular shape that includes the sender and
destination region. The second, a distance-based forwarding zone, denes the forwarding
zone by the coordinates of sender, destination region, and distance of a node to the center of
the destination region. An intermediate node broadcasts a received packet only if it is inside
the forwarding zone. The Emergency Message Dissemination for Vehicular environment
(EMDV) protocol requires the forwarding zone to be shorter than the communication
range and to lie in the direction of dissemination [16]. The forwarding range is adjusted
according to the probability of reception of a single hop broadcast message. In this case,
high reception probability near the boundary of the range can be achieved.
A retransmission counter (RC) is proposed as a packet retransmission scheme [16].
When nodes receive a packet, they cache it, increment the RC and start a timer. RC=0
means the node did not receive the packet correctly. The packet will be rebroadcast if the
time is expired. Moreover, the packet will be discarded if the RC reaches a threshold.
For small networks, temporary caching can potentially increase the reliability [17]. The
caching of geounicast packets is used to prevent the loss of packets in case of forwarding
failures. Another type of caching is for geobroadcast, which is used to keep information
inside a geographical area alive for a certain time.
2.1.3 Geocast protocols to reduce vehicle fuel consumption and
emissions
To the best of our knowledge, most existing protocols focus on improving network-centric
performance measures (e.g., message delay and packet delivery ratio) instead of improving
the performance measures that are meaningful to both the scientic community and the
general public (e.g., fuel consumption and CO2 emissions). The key performance mea-
sures of this thesis are vehicle fuel consumption and CO2 emissions. These can be called
economical and environmentally friendly (EEF) measures.
Improving the network measures will improve the EEF measures. However, the exist-
ing protocols are not EEF because their delivery approach and provided information are
not designed to assist vehicles in reducing uneconomical and environmentally unfriendly
(UEU) actions such as high acceleration, stop-and-go conditions, congestion, high speeds,
indirect routing, and idling. Moreover, navigation systems may choose routes that later
become congested and inecient after drivers commit to that path. In [18][19], we studied
how vehicular networks can be used to reduce fuel consumption and CO2 emission in a city
and a highway environment. This thesis introduces a protocol called Economical and Envi-
ronmentally Friendly Geocast (EEFG) that can deliver useful information to approaching
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Figure 2.2: Summary of the link between trac ow and fuel consumption and emission
models.
vehicles. Based on that information, fuel consumption and CO2 emissions are reduced if
vehicles travel at the recommended speed (SR).
2.2 Fuel Consumption and Emission Models
Environment and automotive engineers have proposed several models for vehicle fuel con-
sumption and emissions. Essentially, two classes of models have been developed: macro-
scopic [20][21] and microscopic [22][23]. The macroscopic models estimate fuel consumption
and emissions based on average link speeds. This class of models is relatively simple, but
it has only limited accuracy. Meanwhile, microscopic models address this limitation by
providing fuel consumption and emission levels based on instantaneous speed and acceler-
ation. Thus, they predict changes more precisely. An evaluation study has been applied on
a macroscopic model called MOBILE6 and two microscopic models: the Comprehensive
Modal Emissions Model (CMEM) and the Virginia Tech Microscopic model (VT-Micro)
[23]. It has been demonstrated that the VT-Micro and CMEM models produce more reli-
able fuel consumption and emissions estimates than MOBILE6 [20]. Figure 2.2 shows the
link between transportation models and fuel consumption and emissions estimates.
Microscopic models are well suited for ITS applications since these models are concerned
with computing fuel consumption and emission by tracking individual vehicles instanta-
neously. The following subsections briey describe two widely used microscopic models.
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2.2.1 CMEM Model
The development of CMEM began in 1996, with researchers at the University of California,
Riverside. The term \comprehensive" is utilized to reect the ability of the model to pre-
dict fuel consumption and emissions for a wide variety of vehicles under various conditions.
CMEM was developed as a power-demand model. It estimates about 30 vehicle/technology
categories, from the smallest Light-Duty Vehicles (LDVs) to class 8 Heavy-Duty Trucks
(HDTs) [22]. The required inputs for CMEM include vehicle operational variables (e.g.,
second-by-second speed and acceleration) and model-calibrated parameters (e.g., cold-start
coecients and engine-out emission indices). The cold-start coecients measure the emis-
sions that are produced when vehicles start operation, while engine-out emission indices
are the amount of engine-out emissions in grams per one gram of fuel consumed [22][24].
The CMEM model was developed using vehicle fuel consumption and emission testing
data collected from over 300 vehicles on three driving cycles, following the Federal Test
Procedure (FTP), US06, and the Model Emission Cycle (MEC). Both second-by-second
engine-out and tailpipe emissions were measured.
2.2.2 VT-Micro Model
VT-Micro ia a statistical model developed based on testing data collected at the Oak
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) of
the United States. These data include fuel consumption and emission rate measurements
as a function of the vehicle's instantaneous speed and acceleration levels. Therefore, the
input variables of this model are the vehicle's instantaneous speed and acceleration. The
model was nalized as a regression model from experimentation with numerous polynomial
combinations of speed and acceleration levels, as shown in the following equation.
ln(MOEe) =
(P3
i=0
P3
j=0(L
e
i;j  si  aj); for a > 0P3
i=0
P3
j=0(M
e
i;j  si  aj); for a < 0
(2.1)
where
ln(y): Natural logarithm function of y, where y is a real number;
s: Instantaneous vehicle speed (km/h);
a: Instantaneous vehicle acceleration (km/h/s);
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MOEe: Instantaneous fuel consumption or emission rate (L/s or mg/s);
e: An index denoting fuel consumption or emission type, such as CO2, HC,
and NOx emissions. e is not an exponential function;
M ei;j: Model regression coecient for MOEe at speed power i and acceleration
power j for negative accelerations;
Lei;j: Model regression coecient for MOEe at speed power i and acceleration
power j for positive accelerations.
As noticed from the above equation, the model is separated for positive and negative ac-
celerations because vehicles exert power in positive accelerations, but do not exert power
in negative accelerations. The VT-Micro model is inserted into a microscopic trac simu-
lator called \INTEGRATION" to compute vehicles' fuel consumption and emissions [25].
This model has been used in this research due to its simplicity and high accuracy since it
produces vehicle emissions and fuel consumption that are consistent with the ORNL data.
The correlation coecient between the ORNL data and the model predicted values ranges
from 92% to 99% [26].
Example of using the VT-Micro Model
Sample model coecients for estimating CO2 emission for a composite vehicle are intro-
duced in Table 2.1. The vehicle was derived as an average across eight light duty vehicles
(LDVs). The required input parameters of the model are s; a; Lei;j; and M
e
i;j.
In this example, the eect of speed and acceleration on the vehicle CO2 emissions is
studied. To study the impact of vehicle speed, the vehicle acceleration is set to a constant
value (say 0 kph/s). After that, the CO2 emissions are computed with dierent values of
speed using the VT-Micro model. Figure 2.3(a) shows that CO2 emissions increase with
high speeds. Similarly, to show the eect of vehicle acceleration, the vehicle speed is set
to 30 kph. Then, the CO2 emissions are calculated with dierent values of accelerations.
Figure 2.3(b) demonstrates that negative accelerations do not aect the CO2 emissions
much because vehicles do not exert power in negative accelerations. On the other hand,
the amount of CO2 emissions increases with high acceleration.
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Table 2.1: VT-Micro model coecients for estimating CO2 emission
Coecients s0 s1 s2 s3
Positive a
a0 6.91 2.75E-02 -2.07E-04 9.80E-07
a1 0.22 9.68E-03 -1.01E-04 3.66E-07
a2 2.35E-04 -1.75E-03 1.97E-05 -1.08E-07
a3 -3.64E-04 8.35E-05 -1.02E-06 8.50E-09
Negative a
a0 6.91 2.84E-02 -2.27E-04 1.11E-06
a1 -3.20E-02 8.53E-03 -6.59E-05 3.20E-07
a2 -9.17E-03 1.15E-03 -1.29E-05 7.56E-08
a3 -2.89E-04 -3.06E-06 -2.68E-07 2.95E-09
Figure 2.3: The impact of speed and acceleration on vehicle CO2 emissions
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2.3 Trac Flow Models
One of the critical factors in trac engineering is trac density (known in the communi-
cation eld as node density). Node density is an important factor that signicantly aects
vehicles' movement on the road, the communication protocols' performance, and the re-
sulting green measures. Vehicular networks have been widely used to estimate or calculate
the number of vehicles on the road. However, such methods have two inherent problems:
their inaccuracy and their complexity.
Most decisions on ITS applications involve the number of vehicles, especially in road
congestion, which plays a signicant role in vehicular communication protocols [27] [28] [29]
[30]. Vehicle mobility greatly aects the green measures. Gasoline consumption changes
due to dierences in speeds, accelerations, stop-and-go times, routes, and trac conges-
tion levels [18] [19] [31]. Thus, designing a green vehicular network protocol requires an
understanding of vehicles' mobility model and the relation to the network protocol. Below
is a brief description of each trac ow parameter.
Speed (S): the distance traveled during a given period of time. Speed can be expressed
in kilometers per hour (km/h), feet per second (ft/s), and miles per hour (ml/h).
There are two essential speed parameters: the free-ow speed (SF ) and the speed-at-
capacity (Sc). According to [32], the free-ow speed has mainly two denitions: (1)
the maximum speed that is attained when density approaches zero, which means only
one vehicle is present; (2) the average speed of vehicles under the condition of low
trac volume over a road segment that is not interrupted by external devices such
as trac light signals and STOP signs. The second parameter is speed-at-capacity,
which can be dened as the trac stream speed at the maximum sustainable ow
rate.
Flow / Volume (q): the number of vehicles passing a particular point on a roadway
during a unit of time. Trac volume is expressed as vehicles per hour (vph) or
vehicles per hour per lane (vph/lane). There is an essential ow parameter called
\Basic saturation ow (qm)", which is the maximum number of vehicles that would
have passed a road segment after one hour. qm is the capacity of a roadway section.
Density (k): the number of vehicles occupying a unit length of a road segment at a given
instant in time, typically expressed as vehicles per kilometer (v/km) or vehicles per
mile (v/ml). Two important density parameters are the density-at-capacity (kc) and
the jam density (kj). Similar to Sc, kc can be dened as the trac density at the
maximum sustainable ow rate. The jam density, on the other hand, is the highest
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density that occurs when all vehicle movement has stopped. In this case, the speed
and ow of the trac stream approach zero.
Headway: a microscopic measure, there are two types: space headway and time headway.
Space headway is the distance between two successive vehicles in meters or feet. Time
headway is the time interval in seconds between two successive vehicles as they arrive
at a point on the roadway.
The above parameters are related to each other as follows:
flow = speed density (2.2)
space headway (m) =
1000
density(v=km)
(2.3)
time headway (s) =
3600 space headway (m)
speed(km=h) 1000 (2.4)
Figure 2.4 shows the general shapes of the relationships between the trac ow param-
eters. Regarding these relationships, hypotheses can be made as follows:
1. For the speed-ow relationship
 When the value for ow equals zero, speed will equal the free-ow speed;
 As ow increases, speed decreases;
 Flow will reach its maximum value when speed equals speed-at-capacity;
 After trac reaches the maximum ow, any further vehicles will result in a
reduction in the number of vehicles passing a particular point on a roadway
during a unit of time;
 Congestion will happen when speed and ow approach zero.
2. For ow-density relationship
 Flow will be zero if the number of vehicles occupying a unit length of a road
segment is zero;
 Continuous increase in density will result in a continuous increase in ow up to
a maximum value;
 Then, ow decreases with increasing density;
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 Flow becomes zero when jam density is reached.
3. For speed-density relationship
 When density equals zero, speed will equal the free-ow speed;
 As density increases, speed decreases;
 When density reaches jam density, speed will be zero.
4. For speed-headway relationship
 As the space headway becomes small and approaches the jam density headway,
vehicles will decelerate until a complete stop is reached;
 At large space headway, vehicles can attain high speeds.
Trac mobility models are classied into macroscopic and microscopic. The macro-
scopic ones are developed to seek simplicity and measure a single value (e.g., average speed)
for the whole trac ow [33]. However, they do not consider transient changes in a vehi-
cle's speed and acceleration levels. To overcome this limitation, microscopic models have
been proposed that measure a single value for each vehicle [34]. They are concerned with
describing the ow by tracking individual vehicles instantaneously. As a result, micro-
scopic trac ow models are well suited for ITS applications. These models are either
car-following or cellular automata.
2.3.1 Car-following Models
Car-following models are time-continuous [34]. All these models describe how one vehicle
follows another vehicle. The car-following parameter is headway, which is either space
headway or time headway. Space headway is the distance between two successive vehicles.
Time headway is the time interval between two successive vehicles as they arrive at a point
on the roadway. Figure 4.1 shows a comprehensive set of notations used to describe the
car-following theory. Denitions of these notations are as follows:
n: Leading vehicle;
n+ 1: Following vehicle;
Ln: Length of leading vehicle;
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.4: Trac ow parameters relationships
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Figure 2.5: Car-Following theory notations.
Ln+1: Length of following vehicle;
xn(t): Position of leading vehicle at time t;
_xn(t): Speed of leading vehicle at time t;
_xn+1(t): Speed of following vehicle at time t;
xn+1(t): Acceleration or deceleration rate of the following vehicle at time t+t;
t: Reaction time;
sn+1: Space headway of following vehicle.
The acceleration or deceleration rate occurs at time t + t. The reaction time is the
time between t and the time the driver of the following vehicle decides to accelerate or
decelerate. The time headway of the following vehicle can be determined as
hn+1 = sn+1= _xn+1 (2.5)
[ _xn(t)  _xn+1(t)] is the relative speed of the leading vehicle and the following vehicle. The
space headway will increase if the leading vehicle has a higher speed than the following
vehicle. This implies that the relative speed is positive. On the other hand, if the relative
speed is negative, the leading vehicle has a lower speed than the following vehicle and the
space headway is decreasing.
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(a) Space-continuous (b) Space-discrete
Figure 2.6: The dierence between space-continuous and space-discrete models.
2.3.2 Cellular Automata Models
Cellular automata (CA) models are dynamic ones in which space and time are discrete. A
cellular automaton consists of a grid of cells. Each cell can be in one of a nite number
of states, which are updated synchronously in discrete time steps according to a rule. The
rule is the same for each cell and does not change over time. Moreover, the rule is local
which means the state of a cell is determined by the previous states of a surrounding
neighborhood of cells. CA has been applied to many trac engineering software packages,
including Simulation of Urban Mobility (SUMO) [35], TRANSIM [36], MMTS [37], and
RoadSim [38]. CA is simpler than car-following; however, it is less accurate and the locality
of the rules makes drivers short-sighted, meaning that they do not know if the leading
vehicle will move or stop. Figure 2.6 shows the dierence between space-continuous and
space-discrete models.
Example of a cellular automata model of car trac
The model in this example is for a one-way street with one lane. The street is divided
into cells. Each cell can be in one of two states (s): an empty cell is denoted by a \0",
while an occupied cell is denoted by a \1". The movements of the vehicles are simulated
as they jump from one cell to another (i! i+ 1). The rule is that a vehicle jumps only if
the next cell is empty. Consequently, the state of a cell is determined based on the states
of its neighbors. In this model, each cell has two neighbors: one in front and one behind.
The car motion rule is explained in Table 2.2. For example, when all states (i  1, i, and
i + 1) equal \1", which means each cell is occupied by a vehicle, cell i will still have the
vehicle for the next time step. An example of the grid conguration over one time step is
shown in Table 2.3. At t = 0, position 1 is occupied by car A, while position 2 is empty.
Therefore, car A can move to position 2 at the next time step (t = 1). Similarly, car B
and C are able to move at t = 1.
The fraction of cars able to move is the number of motions divided by the total number
of cars. For instance, in Table 2.3 at t=0, the number of motions is the same as the total
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Table 2.2: An example of CA rule table for updating the grid
(si 1sisi+1)t: 111 110 101 100 011 010 001 000
(si)t+1: 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
Table 2.3: An example of grid conguration over one time step
Position) Time+ Pos. 1 Pos. 2 Pos. 3 Pos. 4 Pos. 5 Pos. 6 Pos. 7 Pos. 8
t = 0 car A (1) empty (0) empty (0) car B (1) empty (0) car C (1) empty (0) empty (0)
t = 1 empty (0) car A (1) empty (0) empty (0) car B (1) empty (0) car C (1) empty (0)
number of cars; it is equal to three. As a result, the fraction of cars that can move equals
one. This indicates that the trac is low in the system, and all the cars are able to move.
2.4 Related Work
Related work can be divided into two categories: Geocast protocols and the attempts of
applying vehicular networks at signalized intersections for green purposes. In terms of
Geocast, the existing protocols focus on improving network-centric performance measures
such as message delay and packet delivery ratio. They do not focus on how to assist vehicles
to avoid the UEU actions.
Dierent research eorts have used vehicular communications networks to reduce vehicle
fuel consumption and emissions. In [39], the authors attempted to shorten the time needed
for a vehicle to nd an available parking space. The authors proposed a reservation protocol
using vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) to disseminate and eciently allocate parking
places to drivers. The protocol was evaluated in terms of the average time drivers needed
to park but not in terms of vehicle fuel consumption and emissions. In the area of variable
speed limit (VSL), vehicular networks have been used to conserve fuel and reduce pollution.
In [40], a carbon-footprint/fuel-consumption-aware variable speed limit (FC-VSL) scheme
has been designed for freeways under real-time conditions such as accidents, visibility, and
wind speed. The system architecture uses vehicular communication networks for speed
sensing and transmitting vehicles' information to a trac control system (TCS) through
road side units (RSUs). The TCS performs data analysis and calculates a vehicle trajectory
with minimum fuel consumption and emissions. Vehicular networks are also used to send
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the optimum trajectory to vehicles to determine a new speed limit.
At intersections, vehicular networks are used to reduce fuel consumption and emissions.
For un-signalized intersections, Ferreira et al. in [11] present the concept of virtual traf-
c lights (VTLs) using VANETs. Each vehicle approaching the intersection periodically
broadcasts beacons to advertise its location. Beaconing and location tables are used to
determine whether a VTL needs to be created or has been already created by election of
a vehicle as the intersection leader responsible for controlling the VTL. In this case, the
VTL must be obeyed by vehicles approaching the intersection. Simulation results show an
almost 20% reduction of CO2 emissions when using VTLs under high density trac. Re-
search on using vehicular networks at signalized intersections to reduce fuel consumption
and emissions can be classied into two types: (1) controlling a TLS based on information
transmitted from approaching vehicles [41]; (2) controlling vehicles based on information
transmitted from the TLS ahead.
A few studies have been conducted to minimize vehicle fuel consumption and emissions
by utilizing the information received from TLSs. Tielert et al. studied the eect of gear
choices on minimizing vehicle fuel consumption and emissions [42]. The authors used trac
light signal-to-vehicle (TLS2V) communication to deliver TLS information to approaching
vehicles. Based on that information, vehicles chose the preferred gear that enhances vehicle
fuel consumption and emissions. However, authors did not develop an optimization model
in order to help vehicles achieve the maximum reduction of fuel and emissions. TLS2V
communication has been used in [43] to decrease the average idling time at TLSs. As a
result, vehicle fuel consumption and emission will be reduced. Although reducing idling
time results in the reduction of fuel and emissions, it is not proven if this reduction is the
maximum. Another attempt presented by Rakha et al. in [44] is using TLS2V to highlight
the importance of microscopic fuel consumption models in minimizing fuel and emissions.
The aforementioned studies consider only TLS2V communication and no ROIs are
dened. Moreover, they do not guarantee if the achieved reductions are the optimum. This
thesis develops a new geocast routing protocol for vehicular networks, named Economical
and Environmentally Friendly Geocast (EEFG), that has the following attributes:
 The objective functions are to reduce fuel consumption and CO2 emission by vehicles
approaching a TLS;
 The ROIs are determined and adapted according to the aforementioned objective
functions. Moreover, the packet contents and message delivery are developed to
achieve the same goal.
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In addition, this thesis develops a comprehensive optimization model that is applicable in
both V2V communication and trac light signal-to-vehicle (TLS2V) communication as a
special case, with the objective function of minimizing fuel consumption and emissions of
vehicles approaching a TLS.
2.5 Summary
In this chapter, three research areas have been briey surveyed: geocast protocols, vehicle
fuel consumption and emission models, and trac ow models. Geocast protocols in
vehicular networks have been examined. The protocols have been classied based on
their performance measures. To the best of our knowledge, almost all of these protocols
evaluate network-centric performance measures, instead of evaluating the impact of the
protocol on the vehicular system. The key performance measures of this thesis are vehicle
fuel consumption and CO2 emissions. To be able to calculate these performance measures,
two microscopic vehicle fuel consumption and emission models are presented: the CMEM
model and VT-Micro model. It has been reported that the VT-Micro model is superior
to other models for its accuracy. After that, trac ow parameters are described and
car-following and cellular automata concepts are reviewed. Although car-following models
are more accurate and widely used than CA models, CA is simpler to implement. Research
eorts that have used vehicular networks to reduce vehicle fuel consumption and emissions
are discussed.
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Chapter 3
System Model, Problem Denition,
and Solution Strategy
3.1 System Model
Since this work is quite interdisciplinary, models from dierent areas have to be consid-
ered. The system model includes (1) communication model: represents the communication
components and technologies that can be used for such an application; (2) trac model:
represents the characteristics of the road network; (3) mobility model: represents the the
movement of vehicles, and how their location, velocity and acceleration change over time;
(4) fuel consumption and emission model: estimates the amount of fuel consumption and
CO2 emissions from vehicles. We use VT-Micro model as in Subsection 2.2.2.
3.1.1 Communication Model
The Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) spectrum enables wireless devices to
use dierent services via seven channels, a control channel (CCH) and six service channels
(SCHs). CCH is dedicated for safety communications, while the others are used for non-
safety transmissions (e.g., Internet access and real-time audio/video streaming). Vehicles
that intend to use DSRC should be equipped with IEEE 802.11p and WAVE devices.
The IEEE 802.11p is based on the well-established IEEE 802.11a standard for wireless
access [45]. However, IEEE 802.11p is enhanced for mobile access and short-to-medium
range communications. To coordinate the wireless access for safety messages and other
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services, the IEEE 1609.4 standard [46] is dened for multichannel operation. The IEEE
1609.4 provides a split-phase multichannel medium access control protocol with a dedicated
control channel. The IEEE 1609.4 standard is a split-phase since { typically { nodes
keep switching alternately between CCH and one of the SCHs. Figure 3.1 illustrates the
operation of multichannel switching in IEEE 1609.4. Other functionalities such as security,
networking and resource management are also dened in the IEEE 1609 family of standards.
Figure 3.1: Example of multichannel operation of IEEE 1609.4
A DSRC operating device typically works as follows. Its radio is tuned to the CCH
for half of the frame time (i.e., 50ms). During this phase, each vehicle generates a beacon
message, which contains information regarding vehicle speed, position coordinates, etc.
The generation rate of beacons is 10Hz (i.e., one every 100ms). Beacons are broadcast in
nature. Moreover, vehicles may also generate event-based emergency messages as needed
during the same interval. At the end of the CCH interval, nodes may optionally switch
to any of the six SCHs and conduct other services. To access one of the SCHs, a vehicle
must perform a negotiation process via CCH. The process includes transmitting a wave
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short message (WSM) to advertise the service and reply with an acknowledgement. At the
end of the CCH interval, all successful negotiations may switch to the SCHs to provide
the services. It is clear that CCH is the bottleneck in vehicular network communications.
Beacons, event-based messages, and WSM advertisement are broadcast via CCH. As a
result, bottleneck congestion and high load in the channel can be introduced.
The system of VANETs has been described as a cyber-physical system (CPS) [47][48],
which has a tight combination of cyber and physical elements. In VANETs for safety
applications as an example, vehicles periodically broadcast their physical parameters (e.g.,
location and speed) to keep nearby vehicles aware of road conditions. The cyber elements in
this system involve communication processes and the tracking of other vehicles' processes,
while the physical element is the vehicles' movement.
Several suggested models and architecture are discussed in the literature. However, a
generic system model is needed that includes a high-level view and provides the necessary
communication perspective. A general road network includes a suburban and an urban
environment. At the intersections, there are trac light signals (TLSs) or road side units
(RSUs), as shown in Figure 3.2. Moreover, for communication purposes, RSUs are placed
in between intersections separated by a long distance. A RSU is an entity equipped with at
least a short range wireless network device. RSUs are likely equipped with other network
devices so as to be able to communicate with an infrastructure network. Sensors are
distributed on the road network to detect trac information (e.g., average speed of vehicles)
that helps to estimate average vehicle emissions and fuel consumption. The nodes in the
road network are (1) mobile nodes: vehicles and (2) xed nodes: TLSs and RSUs. Wireless
communications consist of vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication, vehicle-to-TLS/RSU
communication, and TLS/RSU-to-TLS/RSU communication. In this thesis, the focus is
on wireless communication that involves V2V and TLS2V. In this case, the communication
model can be summarized as follows:
 Assume that the TLSs and vehicles are equipped with an on-board unit (OBU), an
entity responsible for vehicular communication such as wireless radio access, geo-
graphical ad hoc routing, network congestion control, etc. The assumption is made
that the OBU is equipped with a (short range) wireless communication device.
 In addition to the OBU, vehicles and TLSs are equipped with an Application Unit
(AU), an entity that runs applications. It is assumed in this study that the AU in
vehicles is equipped with highly accurate position data [49] and an electronic road
map. Therefore, the vehicles know their locations and the location of the TLSs.
Figure 3.3 shows some required components for the OBU and AU:
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Figure 3.2: A general system model
1. Short Range Wireless Device: It is based on a radio technology capable of
organizing access to channels in a decentralized manner (e.g., IEEE 802.11 and
IEEE 802.11p).
2. Human Machine Interface: Its main functions is to provide information to the
driver through audio or visual display.
3. Navigation System: Any navigation system includes three components: (1) a
Global Positioning Systems (GPS) receiver; (2) electronic maps. It is assumed
that maximum speed-limit information is provided with maps; (3) software ca-
pable of selecting a route from the current location to a specied destination.
4. TLS Controller: It is a system to control TLSs. TLS controllers can be divided
into two groups: static and dynamic signals. Static TLSs are controlled by
xed-cycle controllers, regardless of current trac volumes. On the other hand,
the operation of dynamic signal controllers varies based on the observed trac
volume [50][51].
 Vehicles exchange (X, Y ) location coordinates periodically every 100 ms.
 An ideal Medium Access Control (MAC) layer and Physical (PHY) layer are assumed
where a packet arriving at network layer gets transmitted immediately without any
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contention at the MAC layer, and the transmitted packets arrive at the intended
destination without error.
Figure 3.3: Main components for the OBU and AU
For geo-addressed applications (e.g. safety applications), the protocol stack consid-
ered by the Car-to-Car Communication Consortium (C2C-CC) is shown in Figure 3.4.
Application and transport layers are dened by C2C-CC [1]. The specications of these
protocols are currently under discussion. Geographical routing provides ad hoc communi-
cation among vehicles, as well as between vehicles and RSUs or TLSs over IEEE 802.11p
in the MAC and PHY layer. The work in this research is in the network layer, for which a
geocast routing protocol that aims to reduce vehicle fuel consumption and CO2 emission
is proposed.
Data Dissemination
VANETs have essentially been proposed for use in the transmission of safety messages,
which are exchanged between mobile vehicles within a limited deadline. Essentially, broad-
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Figure 3.4: Protocol stack
cast protocols are proposed for such an application. DSRC-operated vehicles periodically
exchange a variety of information (e.g., node ID, location). However, during certain sit-
uations, not all vehicles receive the intended safety messages. For example, broadcasting
messages to leading vehicles to inform them about an accident is not compulsory in safety
communications. Similarly, vehicles traveling in lanes going the opposite direction may
not need these messages. Consequently, geocast routing protocols have been proposed for
VANETs. In a geocast protocol, the message is supposed to be delivered to a group of
nodes within a specic geographical location. For example, a TLS would be used to geocast
messages to vehicles that have not yet passed by it. Similarly, multicasting can be used
based on the requirement of the networking protocol.
Region of Interest (ROI)
A critical part of the vehicular network design is the transmission range of each vehicle.
Interestingly, the region of interest (ROI) { dened as the range that covers all the intended
receivers of a message { is also critical. A green protocol also has its own ROI, which might
include special characteristics. For example, the protocol used for a three-lane road that
has an accident in one of its lanes might be a travel-congestion avoidance protocol. If the
protocol sends a message informing vehicles that the farthest lane is the optimal one and
all vehicles change lanes to that one, then it will very likely become congested as well.
Therefore, the ROI is not only about how far the message should go [52], but also about
who should receive it.
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3.1.2 Trac Model
The Origin (O) and the Destination (D) are specied as shown in Figure 3.2. O and D
for each vehicle are determined arbitrarily. In the road network, each segment contains a
maximum speed limit (Smax), minimum speed limit (Smin), N -lane with length L and is
two directions. TLSs are placed at intersections. Two categories of consecutive signalized
intersections exist: (1) those with coordinated systems, with TLSs timed so that traveling
vehicles need not stop at each intersection. These intersections are usually close to one
another, such as those in urban areas; (2) isolated intersections, which are not close to each
other and are independent (e.g., suburban areas). We consider a predominant TLS model
where TLSs have three phases: green \g", yellow \y", and red \r". The phase duration is
Tg, Ty, and Tr for green, yellow, and red, respectively. Other TLS models such as ashing
and arrow signals can be incorporated into the predominant model [53]. The arrival of
vehicles is modeled as a Poisson process with a rate of  vph/lane [54][34]. We make a
few assumptions for simplicity: no lane change is considered; vehicles do not exceed speed
limits; and they do not pass through red TLSs.
3.1.3 Mobility Model
Microscopic trac ow models are well suited for intelligent transportation systems (ITS)
applications. These models are either car-following or cellular automata [34, 55, 56]. More
details are discussed in Chapter 2. In this work, the car-following concept is considered
due to its accuracy. We use the car-following behavior that has been used in the well
known trac simulator called INTEGRATION [25]. The movements of the vehicles are
adapted according to the space headway. Vehicles travel at the free ow speed. Each
vehicle estimates the space headway between itself and a vehicle driving ahead of it (its
leader), or the space headway between itself and a red or yellow TLS. When this space
headway reaches the minimum safe space headway (hmin), the vehicle has to be decelerated.
The value hmin is calculated as the time a vehicle has to comfortably decelerate from its
current speed to the speed of its leader multiplied by the average speed of the vehicle and
its leader. The calculation can be represented in the following equation [25]:
hmin = (
Sf + Sl
2
)  (Sf   Sl

) (3.1)
where Sf and Sl represent the speed of the following and leading vehicles, respectively
and  is the maximum comfortable deceleration rate that can be applied in the VT-Micro
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Model ( = 1:38 m/s2) [23]. VT-Micro is based on ORNL data that provides fuel con-
sumption and emissions rates for a range of speeds from 0 to 120 km/h and for a range
of accelerations from -1.38 m/s2 to 3.6 m/s2 [23]. Therefore, speed, acceleration, and
deceleration have to be determined inside the ranges.
For example, consider a vehicle at a position of 30 m traveling at 20 m/s approaching
another vehicle at apposition of 100 m traveling at 15 m/s. At this instant, the space
headway of the following vehicle and the leading vehicle is 70 m and hmin is 58.33 m. In this
case, the following vehicle will continue at its speed until the time when the space headway
of the following vehicle and the leading vehicle reaches hmin; then, it starts deceleration.
The following vehicle would accelerate if the leading vehicle were accelerating, as the
increase of the space headway to the leading vehicle would cause the following vehicle
to increase its speed. The acceleration rate is governed by vehicle dynamics. A vehicle
wanting to increase its speed will attempt to accelerate at the maximum possible rate.
The maximum possible rate is subject to the maximum acceleration rate, which is derived
from a constant vehicle power. This power is a function of speed. A regression model was
developed to identify the relationship between maximum acceleration and vehicle speed as
in Equation 3.2 [25][57]. This linear relationship provides a reasonable approximation with
what was observed in the ORNL data.
A =  0:00003  S3 + 0:00801  S2   0:80333  S + 35:19284 (3.2)
where S is the speed (km/h) and A is the acceleration (km/h/s).
3.1.4 Performance Measures
The performance measures of this research are divided into three parts:
Economical and Environmentally-Friendly (EEF) Measures: Vehicles' fuel consump-
tion and CO2 emission;
Quality of Travel Measures: Vehicles' idling time;
Communication System Measures: Message delay and delivery success ratio.
Our focus in this research is on minimizing vehicles' fuel consumption and CO2 emission.
The measures of the quality of a travel and communication system have an impact on the
EEF measures.
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3.2 Problem Denition
The detrimental eects of air pollution and concerns about global warming are being
increasingly reported by the media. In many countries, fuel prices have risen considerably.
For instance, the gasoline price in western Canada increased around 150%, from about
53 cents/liter in 1998 to 127 cents/liter in 2012 [10]. As for air pollution, greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions from vehicles are considered one of the main contributing sources.
CO2 is the largest component of GHG emissions. For example, in the European Union
(EU), in 2009, CO2 emission from the transport sector were about 25% of the entire EU
CO2 emission [11]. The Kyoto Protocol aims to stabilize the GHG concentrations in the
atmosphere at a level that would prevent dangerous alterations to regional and global
climates [12].
With the increasing public awareness of the need to reduce GHG emissions and fuel
consumption by vehicles, it is important to start eectively using information technol-
ogy. For example, utilizing the functionalities of GPS in cell phones for location services
and trac prediction and estimation [58][59], which help improve the eciency of trans-
portation systems in terms of GHG emissions and fuel consumption. One area of study
{ namely, vehicular networks { is expected to provide a variety of applications resulting
in excellent networking performance [2][60]. Indeed, vehicular networks have been used
to improve vehicular trac along roads, resulting in the eld of ITS, which incorporate
wireless communication, transportation engineering, and computer software and hardware
[33]. Geocast protocols in vehicular network technologies are a promising research area in
ITS. The main uneconomical and environmentally unfriendly (UEU) actions contributing
to increased emissions and fuel consumption include high acceleration, stop-and-go condi-
tions, congestion, high speeds, indirect routing, and idling. Moreover, navigation systems
may choose routes that later become congested and inecient after drivers commit to
that path. The question then becomes, \what role can geocast protocols play in vehicular
networks to reduce the impact of some of these actions?".
Applications for vehicular networks are classied into those that aim to reduce the
number of fatalities on roads and those that aim to comfort drivers and their passengers
[1]. In this research, we consider new applications that aim to save the environment and
drivers' money.
The eect of speed and acceleration on a vehicle's fuel consumption and CO2 emission
can be investigated by using a fuel consumption and emission model. Fuel consumption
and emission models have been discussed in Section 2.2. The VT-Micro model is supe-
rior to the others in its accuracy [61]. To study the impact of vehicle speed, the vehicle
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acceleration is set to a constant value (say 0 kph/s). After that, the CO2 emission and
fuel consumption are computed with dierent values of speed using VT-Micro model [23].
Figures 3.5a and 3.5b show that CO2 emission and fuel consumption increase with high
speeds. Similarly, to show the eect of vehicle acceleration, the vehicle speed is set to a
constant value (e.g., 30 kph). Then, the CO2 emission and fuel consumption are calculated
with dierent values of accelerations. Figures 3.5c and 3.5d demonstrate that negative
accelerations (decelerations) do not have much eect on the CO2 emission and fuel con-
sumption because vehicles do not exert power in negative accelerations. On the other
hand, the amount of vehicle fuel consumption and CO2 emission increases with increased
the vehicle acceleration. As a result, it is logical to consider existing scenarios where the
uneconomical and environmentally unfriendly (UEU) actions (e.g., stop-and-go conditions,
high speed, high acceleration, and congestion) happen frequently. Based on these scenar-
ios, the capability of information technology has to be utilized to help avoid or reduce these
actions. Figure 3.2 shows three main scenarios where the UEU actions happen frequently:
(1) vehicles approaching a TLS; (2) a road segment with an accident; (3) congestion. In
this thesis, the focus is on the scenario where vehicles are approaching a TLS. The main
UEU actions that can occur for these vehicles are as follows:
1. Stop-and-go conditions: Vehicles may stop at a red signal. Then, they go when the
signal switches to green.
2. Unnecessary excessive speed: Suppose a vehicle stops at a TLS if it travels at the
maximum allowed speed (Smax) and at the minimum acceptable speed (Smin). In
this case, a vehicle may travel at the maximum allowed speed instead of traveling at
the minimum acceptable speed, although it will stop at both speeds.
3. High acceleration: Suppose a vehicle passes through a TLS without stopping. In this
case, the vehicle may travel at a speed less than Smax to pass the TLS. Therefore,
after passing the TLS, the vehicle will return to Smax with higher acceleration than
if the vehicle had traveled at Smax to pass the TLS without stopping.
Statement:
This research has been inspired by the fact that rising fuel costs and CO2 emission are
increasingly recognized as global challenges. Geocast protocols in vehicular networks
can play a key role in reducing vehicle fuel consumption and CO2 emission.
Stop-and-go condition, unnecessary high speed, high acceleration, and congestion are
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.5: The impact of speed and acceleration on vehicle fuel consumption and CO2
emission
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actions that increase the amount of vehicle fuel consumption and CO2 emission.
Some of these actions can happen frequently for vehicles approaching a TLS. For this
scenario, our objective is to propose a new protocol named Economical and
Environmentally Friendly Geocast (EEFG), which focuses on minimizing CO2
emission and fuel consumption from vehicles. The goal of the protocol is to deliver
required information to vehicles inside the ROI. Based on that information, vehicles
control their behavior so as to reduce these actions. Therefore, greater fuel and CO2
emission reductions can be achieved.
3.3 Solution Strategy
Geocast protocols in vehicular-network technologies are a promising research area in ITS
applications. The goal of this research is to develop a new Economical and Environmentally
Friendly Geocast (EEFG) protocol that focuses on minimizing vehicle fuel consumption
and CO2 emission. The objective of the protocol is to deliver useful information to vehi-
cles so that they can reduce fuel consumption and CO2 emission. EEFG delivers useful
information to vehicles approaching a TLS. Based on that information, reduction of fuel
consumption and CO2 emission is achieved by controlling the speed of the vehicles to a
speed named the recommended economical and environmentally friendly (EEF) speed (SR)
that helps vehicles:
1. avoid having to stop: a vehicle may avoid a stop by adapting its speed to (SR), such
that Smin  SR  Smax, where Smin is the minimum speed limit and Smax is the
maximum speed limit.
2. prevent unnecessarily excessive speed: a vehicle adjusts its speed to Smin in order to
avoid unnecessarily high speeds if the vehicle has to stop for the TLS.
3. avoid high acceleration: this can be achieved by calculating SR as the maximum
possible speed for the vehicle to pass the TLS. Thus, after passing the TLS, the
vehicle returns to Smax with low acceleration.
3.3.1 Solution Steps
The steps of the solution can be summarized as follows:
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1. Dene the Regions of Interest (ROIs) based on whether a vehicle will benet from
the information or not;
2. Specify what types of information a packet has to contain;
3. Deliver a packet with required information to targeted vehicles;
4. Utilize the idea of VANETs;
5. develop an optimization model to determine the value of SR that leads to the max-
imum reduction of fuel use and emissions. This model must be applicable in both
signal-to-vehicle (TLS2V) and vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications;
6. Integrate a fuel consumption and emission model with vehicular networks. As a
result, the high-level performance measures (fuel consumption and CO2 emission)
can be calculated.
3.4 Summary
This chapter has presented the system model, assumptions, and the problem denition.
Also, it has identied the solution strategy. The system model includes the communication
model, trac model, mobility model, and performance measures. The uneconomically
and environmentally unfriendly actions can happen frequently for vehicles approaching
a TLS. For this scenario, our objective is to propose a new protocol named Economical
and Environmentally Friendly Geocast (EEFG) that focuses on minimizing CO2 emission
from and fuel consumption by vehicles. The goal of the protocol is to deliver required
information to vehicles inside the ROI. Based on that information, vehicles control their
behavior in such away that these actions are reduced. Therefore, fuel and CO2 emission
reductions can be achieved.
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Chapter 4
Proposed Economical and
Environmentally Friendly Geocast
Protocol for Vehicles approaching a
TLS
The material of this chapter has been published in [62]. The main goal of the proposed
Economical and Environmentally Friendly Geocast (EEFG) protocol is to reduce CO2
emission from and fuel consumption by vehicles approaching a trac light signal (TLS) by
avoiding certain uneconomical and environmentally unfriendly (UEU) actions such as:
1. stop-and-go conditions: a vehicle may avoid a stop by adapting its speed to (SR),
such that Smin  SR  Smax, where Smin is the minimum speed-limit and Smax is
the maximum speed-limit.
2. high acceleration: a vehicle can avoid high acceleration by calculating SR as the
maximum possible speed for the vehicle to pass the TLS. Thus, after passing the
TLS, the vehicle returns to Smax with low acceleration.
3. unnecessary speed: a vehicle can avoid unnecessary high speeds by slowing down if
the vehicle has to stop anyway for the TLS.
The main idea of the EEFG protocol is to deliver useful information to approaching
vehicles inside the regions of interest (ROIs). Based on that information, the recommended
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Figure 4.1: SR and ROI when the current phase is green, red, or yellow
speed (SR) is advised, UEU actions are avoided, and CO2 emission and fuel consumption
are consequently reduced.
Before presenting the message delivery protocol, destination regions or regions of inter-
est (ROI) have to be dened as in the next section.
4.1 Dening the Geocast Destination Regions or ROI
Regions of interest (ROIs) refer to those sections along the road in which the suggested
SR results in fuel and CO2 emission reduction (Figure 4.1). For example, if a vehicle is
close to a green TLS, it is good for the vehicle to travel at Smax in order to catch the green
light. However, if the vehicle is a little further away and it will not catch the green light
even if it travels at Smax, a speed (SR) less than Smax will be recommended to the vehicle
so that it passes the TLS in the next cycle. Figure 4.1 shows intuitively what the SR and
ROIs will be when the current phase is green, red, or yellow. Table 4.1 denes the main
notations that have been used.
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Table 4.1: Denition of the notations
Lg Time remaining to switch from green to yellow
Ly Time remaining to switch from yellow to red
Lr Time remaining to switch from red to green
Tg Full green phase time
Ty Full yellow phase time
Tr Full red phase time
CL TLS cycle length
Smax Maximum speed-limit
Smin Minimum speed-limit
SR Recommended speed
 Acceleration time
A Maximum acceleration rate
v(t) Vehicle speed at time t
a(t) Vehicle acceleration at time t
y(t) Maximum possible vehicle acceleration at time t. The ex-
pression of y(t) is a regression model developed in [26] as
follows: y(t) =  0:00003  v(t   1)3 + 0:00801  v(t   1)2  
0:80333  v(t  1) + 35:19284 (km/h/s)
 Deceleration rate
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Since we assume that the application unit (AU) in vehicles has an electronic map with
roads' speed-limits, the SR for vehicles that do not receive a packet is considered to be
Smax. Therefore, it is not necessary to geocast in a region where SR = Smax. Thus, ROIs
are the regions where SR < Smax. To calculate these regions, we need to determine the
range of the distance (d) between vehicles with SR < Smax and the TLS.
4.1.1 If the current phase is green
As shown in Figure 4.2.a, d for vehicles that have SR < Smax is in the following range:
(Lg + (n  1)  CL)  Smax < d < (Lg + Ty + Tr + (n  1)  CL)  Smax + hmin
where 1  n   . n is the region's ID number, and  is the last region's number. Dening
 depends on ds, which is the distance between a TLS and the preceding one minus the
acceleration distance from idling to Smax (dacc0 Smax ) such as  = dds Lg SmaxCLSmax e. dacc0 Smax
has been introduced to avoid aecting the motion of vehicles at intersections as shown
in Figure 4.3. It can be calculated using the SUVAT equation as follows: dacc0 Smax (t) =
v(t) + 0:5  a(t). As a result,
dacc0 Smax =
X
t=1
dacc0 Smax (t) 
a(t)
y(t)
(4.1)
where  = dSmax
A
e; t = 1; 2; ::;  sec; v(0) = 0;
a(t) = min(y(t); Smax   v(t  1));
v(t) = min(Smax; v(t  1) + a(t)).
The center of each ROI is as follows:
Cen(ROIn) =
Smax  (Ty + Tr) + hmin
2
+ (Lg + (n  1)  CL)  Smax
where Cen(ROIn) is dened as the distance between the TLS and the center of ROIn.
Generally, hmin is the minimum space headway. Here, hmin is the minmum space headway
of a vehicle traveling at Smax and a red TLS such as hmin = (Smax=2)  (Smax=). In Figure
4.3, if TLS 1 is inside the last ROI (ROI ) of TLS 2, the center and diameter of ROI
will be as follows:
Cen(ROI ) =
ds (Lg+( 1)CL)Smax
2
+ (Lg + (   1)  CL)  Smax (4.2)
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Dia(ROI ) = ds   (Lg + (   1)  CL)  Smax (4.3)
4.1.2 If the current phase is red
As shown in Figure 4.2.b, d for vehicles that have SR < Smax is in the following range:
0 < d < Lr  Smax + hmin if the vehicle is inside ROI1; otherwise,
the range is (Lr + Tg + (n  1)  CL)  Smax < d < (Lr + n  CL)  Smax + hmin
Cen(ROI1) =
Lr  Smax + hmin
2
(4.4)
Cen(ROIn+1) =
(Ty + Tr)  Smax + hmin
2
+ (Lr + Tg + n  CL)  Smax (4.5)
where  = dds (Lr+Tg)Smax
CLSmax e + 1. As shown in Figure 4.3, if TLS 1 is inside ROI , the
center of ROI will be as follows:
When  = 1,
Cen(ROI1) =
ds
2
(4.6)
Dia(ROI1) = ds (4.7)
Otherwise,
Cen(ROI ) =
ds   (Lr + Tg + (   1)  CL)  Smax
2
+ (Lr + Tg + (   1) CL)  Smax (4.8)
Dia(ROI ) = ds   (Lr + Tg + (   1)  CL)  Smax (4.9)
4.1.3 If the current phase is yellow
As shown in Figure 4.2.c, d for vehicles that have SR < Smax is in the following range:
0 < d < (Ly + Tr)  Smax + hmin if the vehicle is inside ROI1; other-
wise, the range is (Ly +Tr +Tg +(n  1) CL) Smax < d < (Ly +Tr +n CL) Smax+hmin
Cen(ROI1) =
(Ly + Tr)  Smax + hmin
2
(4.10)
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Figure 4.2: Distances between ROI and a green, red, and yellow TLS
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Figure 4.3: Two consecutive TLSs
Cen(ROIn+1) =
(Ty + Tr)  Smax + hmin
2
+ (Ly + Tr + Tg + n  CL)  Smax (4.11)
where  = dds (Ly+Tr+Tg)Smax
CLSmax e+1. As in Figure 4.3, if TLS 1 is inside ROI , the center of
ROI will be as follows:
When  = 1,
Cen(ROI1) =
ds
2
(4.12)
Dia(ROI1) = ds (4.13)
Otherwise,
Cen(ROI ) =
ds   (Ly + Tr + Tg + (   1)  CL)  Smax
2
+(Ly+Tr+Tg+( 1) CL) Smax
(4.14)
Dia(ROI ) = ds   (Ly + Tr + Tg + (   1)  CL)  Smax (4.15)
Figure 4.2 shows that for all green, red, and yellow lights, the diameters of the ROI are
xed to Smax  (Ty + Tr) + hmin except ROI1 when the current phase is red or yellow;
however, it would equal Smax  (Ty + Tr) + hmin if Lr = Ty + Tr and Ly = Ty. On the other
hand, the centers are changed based on the value of Lg, Ly, or Lr.
For low trac, a xed ROI might work well. However, with higher trac, the ROI
must be adaptive. With EEFG, the ROI is determined at the beginning as above to dene
the destination of the TLS. Then, the ROI can be extended by means of vehicle-to-vehicle
(V2V) communication if necessary. The extension of a ROI depends on the recommended
speed of a vehicle (to be discussed in Subsection 4.2.2).
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Figure 4.4: Message delivery from a TLS to vehicles and from vehicle to vehicle
4.2 Message Delivery
The TLS uses a geocast routing protocol to deliver its information to the destination
regions. Three kinds of communications occur in our system model, summarized in Fig-
ure 4.5, as follows: (1) TLS-to-vehicles; (2) vehicle-to-vehicle; (3) vehicles-to-TLS.
4.2.1 From a TLS to vehicles (TLS2V)
A TLS sends (geomulticasts) a packet to the rst vehicle in each lane inside a ROI. A
geomulticast sends a packet to a group (not all) of nodes (vehicles) in a geographical area
as shown in Figure 4.4. The packet contains four types of information: (1) the type of
the current phase; (2) the time remaining to switch from the current phase; (3) the TLS
schedule; (4) the geographical address of the destination node, which is the rst vehicle in
each lane inside a ROI. Since a TLS communication range could covers a ROI or part of it,
the TLS can sense (X, Y ) coordinates from vehicles inside its coverage. Therefore, a TLS
can know the location of the rst vehicle inside the ROI in each lane. Since each vehicle
knows its own location, a vehicle itself can recognize whether it is the destination node or
not. A vehicle discards the packet if it is not the destination node. Otherwise, the vehicle
calculates and adjusts its speed to the optimum SR (S

R), which is determined using our
optimization model (to be discussed in Chapter 5).
4.2.2 Vehicle to Vehicle Communication (V2V)
As discussed in Subsection 4.2.1, the TLS sends the information to the rst approaching
vehicle (V1) in each lane. The vehicle then calculates and adjusts its speed to S

R. Next, as
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shown in Figure 4.4, V1 unicasts a packet to the vehicle behind it (following) on the same
lane (V2), its (V1's) speed, time to reach and pass the TLS, and idling time at the TLS,
as well as that vehicle's (V2's) geographical location and the TLS schedule. V2 receives
the packet if it is within the V1 transmission range. Based on the packet information, V2
calculates and adjusts its speed to SR using the optimization model (to be discussed in
Chapter 5). If SR is less than Smax, it means that V2 is inside the ROI. Therefore, the
unicast approach is repeated to the vehicle behind it (say V3). In this case, V2 becomes the
leader and V3 is the follower. The communication pattern continues in the same manner
for the vehicles behind; a following vehicle becomes a leader and so on. This unicast based
mechanism is used because the movement of each vehicle depends on the movement of
the vehicle in front of it, meaning that each vehicle must know its immediate leader's
information.
4.2.3 From vehicles to a TLS
When a vehicle receives a packet, it adjusts the speed to SR, then unicasts the packet to
its following vehicle if that vehicle is inside the transmission range. Otherwise, the packet
has to be buered until the following vehicle enters the transmission range. However, a
vehicle might reach a TLS while it still has the packet. In this case, the vehicle noties
the TLS. As a result, the TLS sends a new packet as explained in Subsection 4.2.1.
4.3 Summary
This chapter has introduced the proposed EEFG protocol for vehicles approaching a TLS.
Based on the sent information, the vehicles calculate their recommended EEF speed in
order to avoid having to stop, to prevent unnecessary excessive speed, and to avoid ac-
celerations. Geocast destination regions have been dened based on whether a vehicle
will benet from the TLS information or not. The proposed message-delivery aims to
deliver the EEF message from a TLS to vehicles inside the geocast destination regions.
The message delivery has been divided into three parts: (1) From a TLS to vehicles; (2)
Vehicle-to-vehicle communication; (3) From vehicles to a TLS.
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Figure 4.5: Flowchart for the EEFG protocol
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Chapter 5
Optimization of Fuel Cost and
Emissions with Vehicular Networks
at Trac Intersections
This chapter develops an optimization model that is applicable in both vehicle-to-vehicle
(V2V) and signal-to-vehicle (TLS2V) communications. This model determines the value
of the recommended speed (SR) that leads to the maximum reduction of fuel use and emis-
sions. We have published this work as a journal paper in IEEE Transactions on Intelligent
Transportation Systems [63] and a conference paper in IEEE Intelligent Transportation
Systems Conference [64].
5.1 Methodological Approach
The fact that controlling the speed of vehicles can lead to the maximum reduction of fuel
consumption and emissions has motivated us to develop an optimization model. We use
VT-Micro to estimate the total fuel consumption and emissions, as discussed in Chapter 3.
There are two cases for a vehicle approaching a trac light signal (TLS): (1) the vehicle has
one or more vehicles in front of it; and (2) the vehicle is the closest one to the TLS. In the
rst case, the vehicle might be forced to decelerate its speed to that of the leading vehicle.
In the second case, the vehicle might be forced to stop or decelerate at the TLS. Therefore,
one of four scenarios, summarized in Figure 5.1, can happen for a vehicle approaching a
TLS:
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Figure 5.1: Scenarios for a vehicle approaching a TLS
1. The vehicle does not stop and does not decelerate at the TLS, nor is it aected by
its leading vehicle (or it has no leading vehicle).
2. The vehicle does not stop at the TLS; however, it is aected by its leading vehicle
(leader).
3. The vehicle has to stop or decelerate at the TLS.
4. The vehicle stops at the TLS, but before it reaches the TLS, is aected by its leader.
As discussed in Chapter 4, SR equals Smax for a vehicle outside the ROI. Therefore, a
vehicle travels at Smax if it has not received a message from the TLS or from its leading
vehicle, or if it has already passed the TLS. Figure 5.2 illustrates the vehicle movements
in each scenario, from when the vehicle receives a message until it reaches the destination.
In Figure 5.2 (a), as an example, when the vehicle receives a message from the TLS,
it adapts its speed to (SR), such that Smin  SR  Smax. In the rst action, the vehicle
decelerates to SR, then continues traveling at SR until it reaches the TLS. After that, the
vehicle accelerates to Smax. Finally, it continues at Smax to the destination. The two lines
in Figure 5.2 represent possible vehicle movements in the range of SR (Smin  SR  Smax).
For instance, in Figure 5.2 (b), if the vehicle travels at Smax, it must decelerate to SRl, as
shown in the upper line because it is aected by the vehicle in front of it. On the other
hand, if the vehicle travels at Smin, it needs no deceleration because Smin < SRl, as shown
in the lower line. Measures of eectiveness (MOEe), either fuel or emissions, are indicated
in Figure 5.2 as follows:
MOEe1: Total fuel consumption or emissions during the deceleration time from the current
speed (Smax) to SR.
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Figure 5.2: Possible scenarios for a vehicle approaching a TLS
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MOEe2: Total fuel consumption or emissions for the time interval the vehicle travels at SR
until the distance between the following and leading vehicles reaches hmin, or the following
vehicle reaches the TLS.
MOEe3 and MOEe10: Total fuel consumption or emissions for the time interval the vehicle
travels at SR until it reaches the TLS.
MOEe4: Total fuel consumption or emissions during the acceleration from SR to Smax, which
is the maximum speed limit after passing the TLS.
MOEe5, MOEe9, MOEe14 and MOEe20: Total fuel consumption or emissions for the time
interval the vehicle travels at Smax to the destination.
MOEe6 and MOEe15: Total fuel consumption or emissions during the deceleration from SR
to SRl, which is the recommended speed of the leading vehicle. This case occurs if the
space headway reaches hmin before the leading vehicle has reached the TLS.
MOEe7 and MOEe16: Total fuel consumption or emissions for the time interval that the
following vehicle travels at SRl after the space headway reaches hmin and until the vehicle
reaches the TLS.
MOEe8: Total fuel consumption or emissions during the acceleration from SRl to Smax.
MOEe11: Total fuel consumption or emissions during the deceleration from SR to Sx or zero,
where Sx is the minimum speed that the vehicle will reach before it accelerates.
MOEe12 and MOEe18: Total fuel consumption or emissions when the vehicle idles at the
TLS;
MOEe13 and MOEe19: Total fuel consumption or emissions during the acceleration from Sx
or idling to Smax;
MOEe17: Total fuel consumption or emissions during the deceleration from SRl to Sx or zero;
As a result, the total fuel consumption or emissions for each scenario is as follows:
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 Scenario 1: MOEeT =MOEe1 +
P5
m=3MOEem;
 Scenario 2: MOEeT =
P2
m=1MOEem +
P9
m=6MOEem,
 Scenario 3: MOEeT =MOEe1 +
P14
m=10MOEem;
 Scenario 4: MOEeT =
P2
m=1MOEem +
P20
m=15MOEem.
Some MOEem have the same denition; however, the calculations are dierent. For
example, bothMOEe5 andMOEe20 are dened as the total fuel consumption or emissions
for the time interval the vehicle travels at Smax to the destination. However, calculating
the time interval is dierent in each case because it depends on the acceleration length of
the vehicle after it passes the TLS. Section 5.3 includes details for computing the values
of MOEem.
5.2 Optimization Model
We develop an optimization model to determine the optimum SR. The model consists of
an objective function to be minimized and constraints to be satised. The objective is to
minimize the total measure of eectiveness (MOEeT ), where e is an index denoting fuel
consumption or emissions. This function is written as
Min MOEeT (5.1)
where
MOEeT =
2X
m=1
MOEem + (1  x)[(1  z1)  ((1  z2)
5X
m=3
MOEem + z2
14X
m=10
MOEem)
+z1  ((1  z3)
9X
m=6
MOEem + z3
20X
m=15
MOEem)] + x[(1  z)z2
14X
m=10
MOEem
+z1(1  z2)  ((1  z3)
9X
m=6
MOEem + z3
20X
m=15
MOEem) + (1  z1)(1  z2)
5X
m=3
MOEem]
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MOEeT is a function of SR, x, z1, z2, z3, v, and u. These are the decision variables.
SR, v, and u might be dicult to nd in Equation 5.1. However, they are used in the
formulas for calculating MOEem, where m = 1; 2; ::; 20, as will be shown in Section 5.3.
The binary variables x, z1, z2, z3, v, and u are introduced to select the measures based on
the scenarios (to be discussed). Notations used in this section are dened in Table 5.1 and
calculated as in Section 5.3.
Constraints
1. Recommended Speed (SR) limitation
Smin  SR  Smax (5.2)
SR must not be larger than Smax or less than Smin.
2. Binary
a) x is a binary variable that indicates whether the leading vehicle will stop or not at
the TLS. It depends on the value of Ts of the leading vehicle (Tsl). This information
is sent from the leader to the follower.
x =
(
1 if Tsl > 0; leading vehicle stops at the TLS
0 if Tsl  0; leading vehicle does not stop
(5.3)
This constraint is equivalent to
Tsl   Mbig(x  1) > 0, and Tsl   Mbigx  0
where Mbig is some big constant [65].
b) z1 is a binary variable indicating whether the vehicle will be aected by its leader
while the latter is moving at SRl.
z1 =
(
1 if 0 < Thmin1 < Tl1 ; will be aected by the moving lead vehicle
0 otherwise, will not be aected by the moving lead vehicle
(5.4)
To model the equivalent constraints of this condition, we introduce a new binary
variable (1) dened as:
1 =
(
1 if Thmin1  0
0 if Thmin1  Tl1
(5.5)
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As a result, the equivalent constraints are
Mbig(z1   1) + Thmin1 < Tl1 ,
Mbig(1  z1) + Thmin1 > 0,
Thmin1   Mbigz1  Mbig(1  1), and
Mbigz1 + Thmin1  Tl1   Mbig1
c) v is a binary variable that indicates whether SR is less than SRl.
v =
(
1 if SR > SRl
0 if SR  SRl
(5.6)
This constraint is equivalent to
SR   Mbig(v   1) > SRl, and
SR   Mbigv  SRl
d) u is a binary variable that indicates whether dfln is longer than hmin1 . If yes, the
following vehicle is either not aected instantly or not aected at all by its leader.
Otherwise, the following vehicle has to decelerate instantly if dfln < hmin1 .
u =
(
1 if dfln  hmin1 instant action not required
0 if dfln < hmin1 instant action required
(5.7)
Similarly, this constraint is equivalent to
dfln   Mbig(u  1)  hmin1 , and
dfln   Mbigu < hmin1
e) z2 is a binary variable indicating whether the vehicle will be aected by a stopped
or decelerating leading vehicle at the TLS, but not aected by its leader while the
latter is moving at SRl. Note: z1 and z2 cannot both equal 1, because if z1 = 1, the
vehicle follows Scenario 4 and z2 should be 0. On the other hand, if z1 = 0, z2 can
be 1 (Scenario 3) or 0 (Scenario 1).
z2 =
(
1  z1 if Thmin2 < Tl2
0 if Thmin2  Tl2
(5.8)
This constraint is equivalent to
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Thmin2 + Mbig(z2   1) < Tl2 , and
Thmin2 + Mbigz2  Tl2
f) z3 is a binary variable indicating whether the vehicle will be aected by its leader
twice in a row: rst, while the leader is traveling at SRl; next, while the leader is
decelerating at the TLS.
z3 =
(
1 if Thmin3 < Tl2 ; will be aected by lead vehicle twice
0 otherwise, will not be aected by lead vehicle twice
(5.9)
This constraint is equivalent to
Thmin3 + Mbig(z3   1) < Tl2 , and
Thmin3 + Mbigz3  Tl2
3. Non-negativity constraint
x, z1, z2, z3, v, and u are binary variables, and SR is not negative, as shown in the
rst constraint.
5.2.1 Special case: TLS2V
As discussed in Chapter 4, a TLS sends its packet to the rst vehicle in each lane inside the
ROI, named the V1ROI . Those vehicles do not receive a packet from their leading vehicles
and are not aected by them. In this case, the model considers that a V1ROI has a virtual
leading vehicle that travels at Smax and has the same location as the V1ROI . Thus, dfl = 0
and SRl = Smax.
By applying this case to the model: (1) x can be 0 or 1, thereby indicating whether the
virtual leading vehicle will stop or not; (2) the values of z1, z3 and v are always 0, which
means that a VROI1 is never aected by a virtual leading vehicle in motion; (3) the u value
is always 1 since no instant action is required; (4) z2 can be 0 or 1. V1ROI follows Scenario
1 if z2 is equal to zero and Scenario 3 if z2 equals 1. VROI1 will stop if Sx = 0. When
0 < Sx < Smax, VROI1 will decelerate prior to the TLS becoming green, but the vehicle will
accelerate when the TLS switches to green before it stops.
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Table 5.1: Denition of notations.
Tl1 Time for a leading vehicle to reach the TLS (s). It is sent by the leading vehicle
based on its selected scenario
Tl2 Time for a leading vehicle to pass the TLS (s). It is sent by the leading vehicle based
on its selected scenario
hmin1 Minimum safe space headway when the following vehicle travels at SR and the
leading vehicle travels at SRl (m)
hmin2 Minimum safe space headway when the following vehicle travels at SR and the leader
is stopped or decelerating (m)
hmin3 Minimum safe space headway when the following vehicle travels at SRl and the
leader is decelerating or idling (m)
Thmini Time the following vehicle needs so that the space headway reaches hmini (i = 1, 2
,3 and 4) (s)
1 Required time to decelerate from Smax to SR (s)
ddec1 Deceleration distance from Smax to SR (m)
dfl Distance between the following and the leading vehicles (m) once the former receives
the packet
dfln Distance between the following and the leading vehicles (m) after the the former
adjusts its speed to SR
d Distance between the vehicle and the TLS (m) at the time of receiving the packet
(given by GPS)
 Deceleration rate (kph/s)
SRl Recommended speed of the leading vehicle (km/h)
Smax Maximum speed limit (km/h)
Smin Minimum speed limit (km/h)
Lg Time remaining to switch from green to yellow (s)
Ly Time remaining to switch from yellow to red (s)
Lr Time remaining to switch from red to green (s)
Tg Full green phase time (s)
Ty Full yellow phase time (s)
Tr Full red phase time (s)
CL TLS cycle length (s). CL = Tg + Ty + Tr.
Ts Stopping (idling) time (s). Ts formula is dierent based on the scenario that will be
followed
Sx Minimum speed that a vehicle will reach at the TLS before it accelerates. Sx formula
is dierent based on the scenario that will be followed
Sxl Sx of the leading vehicle
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5.3 Formulas to calculate Measures of Eectiveness
(MOEe)
This section shows the computation of Measures of Eectiveness (MOEe), either fuel
or emissions, that are used in the optimization model and presented in Figure 5.2. All
notations are dened in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.
1. MOEe1: Total fuel consumption or emissions during the deceleration time
from the current speed (Smax) to SR.
MOEe1 =
1cX
t1=1
e
P3
i=0
P3
j=0(N
e
i;jv1(t1)ina1(t1)j)  na1(t1)

(5.10)
where
1 =
Smax SR

; 1c = d1e; t1 = 1; 2; ::; 1c sec; v1(0) = Smax;
na1(t1) = min(; v1(t1   1)  SR);
v1(t1) = max(v1(t1   1)  na1(t1); SR);
To calculate the deceleration distance from Smax to SR, named ddec1 , we use the
SUVAT equations (equations of motion) as follows: ddec1(t1) = v1(t1) +
1
2
 na1(t1).
As a result,
ddec1 =
1cX
t1=1
ddec1(t1) 
na1(t1)

(5.11)
2. MOEe2: Total fuel consumption or emissions for the time interval the
vehicle travels at SR until the distance between the following and leading
vehicles reaches hmin, or the following vehicle reaches the TLS.
MOEe2 = (e
P3
i=0 L
e
i;0SiR) T2 (5.12)
where
T2 = z1 min(Thmin1 ; TTLS) + x  (1  z1)  z2 min(Thmin2 ; TTLS);
TTLS =
d ddec1 (xz1+xz2)ddec11
SR
;
Thmin1 =
vu(dfln hmin1 )
(SR vSRl) ;
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Table 5.2: Denition of notations.
vk(tk) Vehicle speed at time tk (k = 1; 4; 6; 8; 11; 13&17)
nak(tk) Vehicle deceleration at time tk (k = 1; 6; 11&17)
ak(tk) Vehicle acceleration at time tk (k = 4; 8;&13)
yk(tk) Maximum possible vehicle acceleration (km/h/s) at time tk (k = 4; 8;&13). The
expression of yk(tk) is a regression model developed in [26] as follows: yk(tk) =
 0:00003  vk(tk   1)3 + 0:00801  vk(tk   1)2   0:80333  vk(tk   1) + 35:19284
N ei;j = M
e
i;j if nak(tk) < 0; else N
e
i;j = L
e
i;j (k = 1; 6&17)
6 Required time to decelerate from SR to SRl
11 Required time to decelerate from SR to Sx or 0
17 Required time to decelerate from SRl to 0
4 Required time to accelerate from SR to Smax
8 Required time to accelerate from SRl to Smax
13 Required time to accelerate from Sx or 0 to Smax
L Distance between the vehicle and the destination at the time of receiving the packet
(given by GPS)
l index referring to the leading vehicle (e.g., dl is the d value of the leading vehicle)
A Maximum acceleration rate = 3.6 m/s2
TTLS Time interval a vehicle needs to reach the TLS
T2 Time interval that the vehicle travels at SR until the distance b/w following and
leading vehicles reaches a min. space headway or the following vehicle reaches the
TLS
T7 Time interval that the following vehicle travels at SRl after the space headway
reaches hmin1 until the vehicle reaches the TLS
Ng Light cycles that will be completed before passing the TLS if the message is sent
when the TLS is green
T14 Time interval that the vehicle travels at Smax to the destination
D packet delay (s), dened as the dierence between the time of receiving the packet
and the time of initiating the packet from the TLS
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Thmin2 =
u(d ddec1 hmin2 )
SR
+ 1;
dfln = max(dfl   ddec1 + SRl  1, 0);
hmin1 = (
v(SR+SRl)
2
)  (SR SRl

);
hmin2 =
SR+Sxl
2
 SR Sxl

3. MOEe3: Total fuel consumption or emissions for the time interval the
vehicle travels at SR until it reaches the TLS.
MOEe3 = (e
P3
i=0 L
e
i;0SiR) (TTLS   T2) (5.13)
4. MOEe4: Total fuel consumption or emissions during the acceleration from
SR to Smax, which is the maximum speed limit after passing the TLS.
MOEe4 =
4X
t4=1
(e
P3
i=0
P3
j=0(L
e
i;jv4(t4)ia4(t4)j))  a4(t4)
y4(t4)
(5.14)
where
4 = dSmax SRA e; t4 = 1; 2; ::; 4 sec;
v4(0) = SR;
a4(t4) = min(y4(t4); Smax   v4(t4   1));
v4(t4) = min(Smax; v4(t4   1) + a4(t4))
To calculate the acceleration distance from SR to Smax, named dacc4 , we use the
SUVAT equation as follows: dacc4(t4) = v4(t4) + 0:5  a4(t4). As a result,
dacc4 =
4X
t4=1
dacc4(t4) 
a4(t4)
y4(t4)
(5.15)
5. MOEe5: Total fuel consumption or emissions for the time interval the
vehicle travels at Smax to the destination.
MOEe5 = [e
P3
i=0 L
e
i;0Simax ] (L  d  dacc4
Smax
) (5.16)
6. MOEe6: Total fuel consumption or emissions during the deceleration from
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SR to SRl, which is the recommended speed of the leading vehicle. This
case occurs if the space headway reaches hmin before the leading vehicle
has reached the TLS.
MOEe6 =
6cX
t6=1
e
P3
i=0
P3
j=0(N
e
i;jv6(t6)ina6(t6)j)  na6(t6)

(5.17)
where
6 =
SR SRl

; 6c = d6e; t6 = 1; 2; ::; 6c sec;
v6(0) = SR;
na6(t6) = min(; v6(t6   1)  SRl)
v6(t6) = max(v6(t6   1)  na6(t6); SRl)
To calculate the deceleration distance from SR to SRl, named ddec6 , we use the SUVAT
equations as follows: ddec6(t6) = v6(t6) +
1
2
 na6(t6). As a result,
ddec6 =
6cX
t6=1
ddec6(t6) 
na6(t6)

(5.18)
7. MOEe7: Total fuel consumption or emissions for the time interval that the
following vehicle travels at SRl after the space headway reaches hmin and
until the vehicle reaches the TLS.
MOEe7 = (e
P3
i=0 L
e
i;0SiRl) T7 (5.19)
where
T7 =
d (ddec1+SRT2+ddec6+(xz1+xz2)ddec17 )
SRl
8. MOEe8: Total fuel consumption or emissions during the acceleration from
SRl to Smax.
MOEe8 =
8X
t8=1
(e
P3
i=0
P3
j=0(L
e
i;jv8(t8)ia8(t8)j))  a8(t8)
y8(t8)
(5.20)
where
8 = dSmax SRlA e; t8 = 1; 2; ::; 8 sec;
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v8(0) = SRl;
a8(t8) = min(y8(t8); Smax   v8(t8   1));
v8(t8) = min(Smax; v8(t8   1) + a8(t8))
To calculate the acceleration distance from SR to Smax, named dacc8 , we use the
SUVAT equation as follows: dacc8(t8) = v8(t8) + 0:5  a8(t8). As a result,
dacc8 =
8X
t8=1
dacc8(t8) 
a8(t8)
y8(t8)
(5.21)
9. MOEe9: Total fuel consumption or emissions for the time interval the
vehicle travels at Smax to the destination in Scenario 2
MOEe9 = [e
P3
i=0 L
e
i;0Simax ] (L  d  dacc8
Smax
) (5.22)
10. MOEe10: has the same denition and formulas as MOEe3.
MOEe10 = MOEe3 (5.23)
11. MOEe11: Total fuel consumption or emissions during the deceleration from
SR to Sx or zero, where Sx is the minimum speed that the vehicle will reach
before it accelerates.
MOEe11 =
11cX
t11=1
e
P3
i=0
P3
j=0(M
e
i;jv11(t11)ina11(t11)j)  na11(t11)

(5.24)
where
11 =
SR Sx

; 11c = d11e; t11 = 1; 2; ::; 11c sec;
v11(0) = SR;
na11(t11) = min(; v11(t11   1)  Sx);
v11(t11) = max(v11(t11   1)  na11(t11); Sx);
Sx = min(max(0; SR   (Tl2   1   Thmin2 )  ); SR);
To calculate the deceleration distance from SR to Sx or zero, named ddec11 , we use
the SUVAT equations as follows: ddec11(t11) = v11(t11) +
1
2
 na11(t11). As a result,
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ddec11 =
11cX
t11=1
ddec11(t11) 
na11(t11)

(5.25)
12. MOEe12: Total fuel consumption or emissions when the vehicle idles at
the TLS.
MOEe12 = e
Le0;0  Ts (5.26)
where
Ts = max(0; (Ng   1)  CL + Lg + Ty + Tr  D   (d ddec1 ddec11SR + 1 + 11))
13. MOEe13: Total fuel consumption or emissions during the acceleration from
Sx or idling to Smax.
MOEe13 =
13X
t13=1
e
P3
i=0
P3
j=0(L
e
i;jv13(t13)ia13(t13)j)  a13(t13)
y13(t13)
(5.27)
where
13 = dSmax SxA e; t13 = 1; 2; ::; 13 sec;
v13(0) = `  Sx;
a13(t13) = min(y(t13); Smax   v13(t13   1));
v13(t13) = min(Smax; v13(t13   1) + a13(t13))
To calculate the acceleration distance from zero to Smax, named dacc13 , we use the
SUVAT equation as follows: dacc13(t13) = v13(t13) + 0:5  a13(t13). As a result,
dacc13 =
13X
t13=1
dacc13(t13) 
a13(t13)
y13(t13)
(5.28)
14. MOEe14: Total fuel consumption or emissions for the time interval the
vehicle travels at Smax to the destination in Scenario 3.
MOEe14 = [e
P3
i=0 L
e
i;0Simax ] T14 (5.29)
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where
T14 =
[L (ddec1+SRT2+SR(TTLS T2)+ddec11+dacc13 )]
Smax
15. MOEe15: has the same denition and formulas as MOEe6.
MOEe15 = MOEe6 (5.30)
16. MOEe16: has the same denition and formulas as MOEe7.
MOEe16 = MOEe7 (5.31)
17. MOEe17: Total fuel consumption or emissions during the deceleration from
SRl to Sx or zero
MOEe17 =
17cX
t17=1
e
P3
i=0
P3
j=0(N
e
i;jv17(t17)ina17(t17)j)  na17(t17)

(5.32)
where
17 =
SRl Sx

; 17c = d17e; t17 = 1; 2; ::; 17c sec;
v17(0) = SRl;
na17(t17) = min(; v17(t17   1)  Sx);
v17(t17) = max(v17(t17   1)  na17(t17); Sx);
Sx = min(max(0; SRl   (Tl2   Thmin3 )  ); SRl);
Thmin3 =
dflSRl SRl
 hmin3
SRl Sxl + 1 + 6 + T2;
where dflSRl SRl = hmin1 ddec6+SRl 6, which is the distance between the following
and leading vehicles after the former adjusts its speed to SRl.
To calculate the deceleration distance from SRl to Sx, named ddec17 , we use the SUVAT
equations as follows: ddec17(t17) = v17(t17) +
1
2
 na17(t17). As a result,
ddec17 =
17cX
t17=1
ddec17(t17) 
na17(t17)

(5.33)
18. MOEe18: Total fuel consumption or emissions when the vehicle idles at
the TLS
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MOEe18 = e
Le0;0  Ts (5.34)
where
Ts = max(0; (Ng   1)  CL + Lg + Ty + Tr  D   (T2 + T7 + 1 + 6 + 17))
19. MOEe19: has the same denition and formulas as MOEe13.
MOEe19 = MOEe13 (5.35)
20. MOEe20: Total fuel consumption or emissions for the time interval the
vehicle travels at Smax to the destination in Scenario 4.
MOEe14 = [e
P3
i=0 L
e
i;0Simax ] T20 (5.36)
where
T20 =
[L (ddec1+SRT2+ddec15+SRlT16+ddec17+dacc19 )]
Smax
5.4 Results and Discussions
This section presents an example to show the results of the optimum SR (S

R), which can
achieve the minimum vehicle fuel consumption and CO2 emission. The model presented in
Section 5.2 is solved using an exhaustive search from Smin to Smax with an increment of 0.1
km/h. Having less than 0.1 km/h (e.g., 0.01 km/h) is not practical because adjusting the
speed (e.g., to 40.01 km/h) would be hard. Exhaustive search is used because the search
space from Smin to Smax is small.
Consider two vehicles V1 and V2 approaching a TLS as shown in Figure 5.3. Table 5.3
determines some parameters. We consider that the packet is sent as the TLS turns green,
V1 is within the transmission range of the TLS, and V2 is within the transmission range
of V1. Based on the EEFG protocol, V1 receives a packet from the TLS and adjusts its
speed to SR. Then, V1 sends its information to V2.
Figure 5.4 shows the total fuel consumption and CO2 emission for V1 versus SR with
dierent values of d, where d is the distance between the vehicle and the TLS. At d = 0:5
km, the vehicle, at all possible values of SR (40 km/h  SR  60 km/h), can pass the
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Table 5.3: Parameters.
Smax 60 km/h Ty 5 s
Smin 40 km/h Tr 50 s
Lg 45 s Tg 45 s
D 0 s  -5 kph/s
Figure 5.3: Vehicles V1 and V2 approaching a TLS
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Figure 5.4: Total vehicle CO2 emission and fuel consumption versus the recommended
speed of V1
green TLS. However, SR = 60 km/h is the best value since it gives the minimum fuel
consumption and CO2 emission. At d = 1 km, the vehicle has to stop at the TLS for all
possible values of SR since the green light will switch to red at the time the vehicle reaches
the TLS. The optimum value is when SR = 40 km/h. At d = 1:5 km, the fuel consumption
and CO2 emission decrease until SR = 51:1 km/h, which is the optimum speed; then,
they increase. The decrease represents Scenario 1 since the vehicle that travels at SR can
pass the green light for the next phase of the TLS. A high SR leads to low acceleration
to Smax after passing the TLS. Therefore, fuel consumption and CO2 emission decrease
with increasing SR. On the other hand, the increase part represents Scenario 3. High SR
results in low Sx, which leads to high acceleration to Smax. Thus, fuel consumption and
CO2 emission increase with increasing SR.
After V1 adjusts its speed to S

R, it sends a packet to V2. Since the movement of V2
depends on V1, we discuss the CO2 and fuel results of V2 in two cases. First, V1 will not
stop at the TLS. That happens when d = 0:5 and 1.5 km, as discussed. At d = 0:5 km, V1
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Figure 5.5: Total vehicle CO2 emission and fuel consumption versus the recommended
speed of V2 if the leading vehicle will not stop at the TLS
is out of ROI since SR = Smax. Therefore, V1 does not need to send its information to its
follower, as discussed in Chapter 4. However, at d = 1:5 km, V1 sends its information to
V2. The results of V2 in this case will be discussed in the following subsection. A second
case arises when V1 will stop at the TLS. In this case, S

R = 40 km/h as shown in Figure 5.4
at d = 1 km.
5.4.1 If the leading vehicle will not stop at the TLS
Figure 5.5 shows the eect of SR and dfl on the total CO2 emission and fuel consumption.
At dfl = 10 m, a short distance between the following and leading vehicles, the following
vehicle will be aected by the leading vehicle once the former increases its speed to more
than SRl. Therefore, the best value of SR, giving the minimum CO2 emission and fuel
consumption, equals SRl, as shown in the gure. Note that SRl is the S

R of V1. As dfl
increases, the following vehicle will be able to increase its speed to more than SRl and not be
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aected by its leader. CO2 emission and fuel consumption decrease with increasing SR until
a certain value; then, they increase. While decreasing, the following vehicle is not aected
by the leading vehicle. In this case, the CO2 emission and fuel consumption from the
following vehicle decrease with increasing SR, because high speed will save on acceleration
after a vehicle passes the TLS. The increase indicates that the following vehicle has been
aected by the leading one. In this case, the following vehicle would have to reduce its
speed to SRl, then accelerate to Smax after passing the TLS. The constant phase occurs
because acceleration after passing the TLS is the same in all cases since the speed would
have to be changed to SRl at any values of SR. It might be argued that since the following
vehicle will travel at SR before it is aected by its leader, traveling at higher SR should
result in more CO2 emission and fuel use than lower SR with zero acceleration; however,
they are almost constant. The answer is that the periods of traveling at SR and SRl are
dierent. For example, when dfl = 100 m, the time needed for the following vehicle to
reach hmin1 if it travels at SR = 55 km/h will be longer than that time if it traveled at
SR = 60 km/h. Consequently, the time the vehicle travels at SRl will be shorter in the rst
case (when SR = 55 km/h).
5.4.2 If the leading vehicle will stop at the TLS
Figure 5.6 shows the eect of SR and dfl on the total CO2 emission and fuel consumption
if the leading vehicle is going to stop at the TLS. At dfl = 10 m, the CO2 emission and
fuel consumption levels for all values of SR are almost the same because the vehicles are
close to each other. In this case, the following vehicle must decelerate to SRl regardless
of the value of SR. At dfl = 100 m, the vehicles are still close to each other. However,
dfl > hmin1 , which means that the following vehicle will travel at SR, then decelerate to SRl
when the distance between it and its leading vehicle reaches hmin1 . The minimum CO2 and
fuel consumption happen when SR = SRl because at all values of SR the vehicle will stop;
thus, traveling at the lowest speed with zero acceleration produces less CO2 emission and
fuel consumption. With increasing SR, the CO2 emission and fuel consumption increase
slightly since the vehicles are close to each other, making the following vehicle travel at SR
for a short time. As a result, changing SR's value does not clearly aect CO2 emission and
fuel consumption.
The interpretations of the remaining results are similar. For example, when dfl = 200
m, the optimum value of SR equals 40.8 km/h since the value of CO2 emission and fuel
consumption are minimal. At this value, the vehicle will not be aected at all by its leader;
also, it will not stop (Scenario 1). The CO2 emission and fuel consumption increase when
SR < optimum SR although the vehicle remains unaected by the leading one because
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Table 5.4: Conclusions of the results.
dfl (m) Optimum SR (km/h) if the leader will
not stop at TLS
Optimum SR (km/h) if the leader will
stop at TLS
10 51.3 40
50 52.6 40
100 54.2 40
200 57.3 40.8
250 58.9 42.6
300 60 44.4
the vehicle would need more acceleration, to Smax, after passing the TLS if it traveled at
lower speeds. Scenario 3 happens when the vehicle travels at SR > optimum SR. In this
scenario, high SR results in low Sx, which leads to high acceleration to Smax. As a result,
CO2 emission and fuel consumption increase with increasing SR. The vehicle will follow
Scenario 4 if it travels at SR  48 km/h. The conclusions of the results are shown in
Table 5.4.
In conclusion, accelerating and speeding are the main actions that increase fuel con-
sumption and CO2 emission. Three important remarks from the results of this example
are summarized as follows:
 The optimum SR is SRl if the vehicle will be aected by the leading one once the
former increases its speed to more than SRl.
 The optimum SR ranges between SRl  SR  Smax if the vehicle is able to increase
its speed to more than SRl without being aected by its leader.
 The optimum SR is Smin if the vehicle has to stop anyway, because lower speeds with
zero acceleration consume less fuel and produce fewer emissions.
5.5 Summary
This chapter has developed a comprehensive optimization model for V2V and TLS2V as a
special case with the objective of minimizing fuel consumption and emissions from vehicles
approaching a TLS. This objective is achieved by controlling the speed to the optimum SR,
which helps vehicles avoid having to stop, making lengthy accelerations, and running at
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Figure 5.6: Total vehicle CO2 emission and fuel consumption versus the recommended
speed of V2 if the leading vehicle will stop at the TLS
unnecessarily excessive speed. Therefore, the optimum SR, as shown in the results, equals
SRl if the vehicle, once it increases its speed to more than SRl, will be aected by its leader;
the optimum SR equals Smin if the vehicle has to stop anyway; the optimum SR is within
the range SRl  SR  Smax if the vehicle is able to increase its speed to more than SRl
without being aected by its leader. The minimum fuel consumption and emissions can
be achieved if the vehicle travels at the optimum SR.
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Chapter 6
Heuristic expressions to compute
optimum or near-optimum SR value
This chapter proposes expressions to compute the optimum or near-optimum recommended
speed (SR) of the leading and following vehicles. These expressions have been proposed
based on the observations drawn from Chapter 5's results, which are: (1) the optimum
SR should be the maximum possible speed that allows the vehicle to pass the trac light
signal (TLS) without stopping or decelerating; (2) if the vehicle has to stop, the result of
the optimum SR equals Smin; (3) the optimum SR must equal Smax if the vehicle is close
to the green TLS and can catch it. The next sections show the computation of SR for
the leading vehicle (V1) and its follower (V2) as shown in Figure 6.1. This work has been
published as a journal paper in IEEE Transactions on Intelligent Transportation Systems
[63] and a conference paper in IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference [64].
6.1 Computation of SR for leading vehicle (V1)
Vehicle V1 is the closest vehicle to the TLS as shown in Figure 6.1. To achieve the maximum
possible speed that allows the vehicle to pass the TLS without stopping or decelerating,
the required delay of the vehicle to be able to pass the TLS should equal the time interval
for the vehicle to reach a location where the distance to reach the TLS equals the minimum
space headway (hmin). Equation 6.1 shows the case if the TLS sends the message when it
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Figure 6.1: Vehicles V1 and V2 approaching a TLS
is green.
(Ng   1)  CL + Lg + Ty + Tr  D| {z }
Required delay to pass the TLS if the
message is sent when the TLS is green
=
d  ddec   hmin
SR
+ | {z }
Required delay to be
hmin away from the
TLS, while the speed
is adapted to SR
(6.1)
where Ng = max(d jd=Smax Lg jCL e, 1);
CL = Tg + Ty + Tr;
 = Smax SR

;
ddec =
Smax+SR
2
 Smax SR

;
hmin =
S2R
2 .
The parameters are dened in Table 6.1.
From Equation 6.1, SR can be formulated as in Equation 6.2.
SR = max(
d  ddec   hmin +   SR
(Ng   1)  CL + Lg + Ty + Tr  D;Smin) (6.2)
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Table 6.1: Denition of the parameters
Lg Time remaining to switch from green to yellow
Ly Time remaining to switch from yellow to red
Lr Time remaining to switch from red to green
CL TLS cycle length
d Distance between the vehicle and the TLS after receiving the message
D Packet delay
 Time the vehicle has to comfortably decelerate from Smax to SR
ddec Distance traveled during the deceleration from Smax to SR
 Deceleration rate (kph/s)
Ng Light cycles that will be completed before passing the TLS if the message is sent
when the TLS is green
Nr Light cycles that will be completed before passing the TLS if the message is sent
when the TLS is red
Ny Light cycles that will be completed before passing the TLS if the message is sent
when the TLS is yellow
Tl1 Time for a leading vehicle to reach the TLS (s). It is sent by the leading vehicle
based on its selected scenario.
Tl2 Time for a leading vehicle to pass the TLS (s). It is sent by the leading vehicle based
on its selected scenario
hmin1 Minimum safe space headway when the following vehicle travels at SR and the
leading vehicle travels at SRl
hmin2 Minimum safe space headway when the following vehicle travels at SR and the leader
is stopped
dfln Distance between the following and the leading vehicles (m) after the the former
adjusts its speed to SR
SRl Recommended speed of the leading vehicle
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In another situation, the equivalent of Equation 6.1 if the TLS sends the message when
it is red is the following equation:
(Nr   1)  CL + Lr  D| {z }
Required delay to pass the TLS if the
message is sent when the TLS is red
=
d  ddec   hmin
SR
+ | {z }
Required delay to be
hmin away from the
TLS, while the speed
is adapted to SR
(6.3)
where Nr = max(d jd=Smax LrjCL e, 1). The calculation of SR is according to Equation 6.4:
SR = max(
d  ddec   hmin +   SR
(Nr   1)  CL + Lr  D ;Smin) (6.4)
In addition, if the TLS sends the message when it is yellow, the equality as in Equa-
tion 6.5 has to be satised in order to achieve the maximum possible speed that allows the
vehicle to pass the TLS without stopping or decelerating.
(Ny   1)  CL + Ly + Tr  D| {z }
Required delay to pass the TLS if the
message is sent when the TLS is
yellow
=
d  ddec   hmin
SR
+ | {z }
Required delay to be
hmin away from the
TLS, while the speed
is adapted to SR
(6.5)
where Ny = max(d jd=Smax Ly TrjCL e, 1). SR can be formulated as in the following equation.
SR = max(
d  ddec   hmin +   SR
(Ny   1)  CL + Ly + Tr  D;Smin) (6.6)
6.1.1 Results and Discussions
This section presents the results of SR and vehicle CO2 emissions of vehicle V1, using
the optimization model and the heuristic expression for SR. Since fuel consumption is
proportional to CO2 emissions, the gures of the fuel and CO2 will look similar. Therefore,
the results of fuel consumption are not presented in this section. The model has been
analyzed for V1 traveling from origin (O1) to destination (D) as shown in Figure 6.1,
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Figure 6.2: SR vs. dis. b/w the vehicle and the TLS after receiving the msg
where the distance between O1 and D equals 2.5 km. The rest of the parameters are
specied as presented in Section 5.4.
From Figures 6.2 and 6.3, one can notice the following. At d = 0.5, 0.6, and 0.7 km, the
vehicle can pass the green TLS if it travels at Smax. Thus, both optimum and computed
SR equal 60 km/h. In this case, no action is required from the vehicle since it is already
traveling at Smax. Consequently, the CO2 emissions are the same as shown in Fig. 6.3. At
d = 0:8 to 1:1 km, the optimum and computed SR are 40 km/h. This is the case when the
vehicle has to stop. It can be noticed that larger d results in less CO2 emissions, the result
of vehicle receiving the message earlier at larger d. Thus, the vehicle can take action early.
At d = 1:2 to 1.7 km, the vehicle will follow Scenario 1 or Scenario 3 (without stopping)
when d increases, as discussed in Section 5.1. Therefore, CO2 emissions decrease when d
increases. Finally, optimum and computed SR are equal to Smax again when d = 1:8 km.
6.2 Computation of SR for the following vehicle (V2)
Vehicle V2 follows vehicle V1 as shown in Figure 6.1. To compute SR of V2, we need to
know whether V1 will stop at the TLS or not. This information is sent from V1 to V2.
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Figure 6.3: Total CO2 emissions vs. d
6.2.1 If the leading vehicle will not stop at the TLS
As observed in the previous chapter, the optimum SR should be the maximum possible
speed that allows the vehicle to pass the TLS without having to stop or decelerate at the
TLS. The vehicle is not aected by its leader if both are traveling at the same speed.
Therefore, the optimum SR falls within the following range: SRl  SR  Smax. The
expression is presented as follows.
SR = min(max(SRl +
dfln   hmin1
Tl1   
; SRl); Smax) (6.7)
The addition term after SRl is the amount of speed that can be added to SRl without
causing the vehicle to be aected by its leader. The formula guarantees that SR does not
exceed Smax and does not stay under SRl. Note that notations are dened in Table 6.1.
6.2.2 If the leading vehicle will stop at the TLS
As observed from Figure 5.6, the optimum SR is the maximum possible speed that allows
the vehicle to pass the TLS without stopping or slowing. However, if the vehicle has to stop
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anyway, the optimum SR is Smin, which equals SRl since the leading vehicle will travel at
Smin if it has to stop anyway, as shown in Fig. 5.4. To achieve the maximum possible speed
that allows the vehicle to pass the TLS without stopping or slowing, the delay required for
the leading vehicle to pass the TLS should equal the time the following vehicle needs to
reach the point where the distance to the TLS equals the minimum space headway (hmin2)
as in Equation 6.8. Note that notations are dened in Table 6.1.
(Tl2   )| {z }
Required delay for the
leading vehicle to pass
the TLS
=
d  ddec1   hmin2
SR| {z }
Required delay for the following
vehicle to be hmin2 away from the
TLS, while the speed is adapted to SR
(6.8)
From Equation 6.8, SR can be formulated as in Equation 6.9.
SR = min(max(
d  ddec1   hmin2
Tl2   
; SRl); Smax) (6.9)
6.2.3 Results and Discussions
Setting parameters and the system model as presented in Section 5.4, Fig. 6.4 shows the
optimum and computed SR for V2. It is clear that the computed SR is almost equal to
the optimum one. The slight dierence occurs because, in the optimization, we consider a
one-decimal degree of accuracy; however, in the computed SR, it is a four-decimal degree
of accuracy. The values could be exactly the same if a one-decimal degree is considered for
both optimization and computation.
As shown in Fig. 6.4, when the distance between the following (V2) and leading (V1)
vehicles (dfl) is short, both the optimum and computed SR are close to the speed of the
lead vehicle (SRl = 51:1 km/h). However, as dfl increases, V2 will be able to increase its
speed without being aected by its leader. Eventually, the vehicle will be able to travel at
the free ow speed (maximum speed limit).
Similar to Fig. 6.4, Fig. 6.5 shows that the optimum and computed SR are almost equal,
both being equal to Smin at dfl  170 m. This is the case when the vehicle has to stop.
As dfl increases, the optimum and computed SR increase to help the vehicle pass the TLS
with minimum CO2 emissions.
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Figure 6.5: Optimum and computed SR vs. dfl if the leading vehicle will stop at the TLS
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6.3 Summary
In this chapter, we have proposed heuristic expressions that can achieve the optimum or
near-optimum recommended speed. This speed could lead to the maximum reduction of
vehicle fuel consumption and CO2 emission. These expressions have been proposed based
on the observations of the optimization results shown in Chapter 5: (1) the optimum SR
should be the maximum possible speed that allows the vehicle to pass the trac light
signal (TLS) without stopping or decelerating; (2) if the vehicle has to stop, the result of
the optimum SR equals Smin; (3) the optimum SR must equal Smax if the vehicle is close to
the green TLS and can catch it. The analytical results showed that our proposed heuristic
expressions can achieve a value that is almost equal to the optimum SR.
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Chapter 7
Performance Evaluation
While the focus of the previous two chapters was to evaluate the maximum environmental
benet from TLS2V and V2V communications for a single vehicle, this chapter presents
results of a scale-up simulation study using a modeled real-world network of urban and
suburban areas in the city of Waterloo, Ontario, Canada, as shown in Figure 7.1. The
considered streets are as highlighted in Figures 7.2 and 7.3 for suburban and urban en-
vironments, respectively. The main street for the suburban area is Northeld Drive, and
for the urban area is University Avenue. For each environment, our proposed Economical
and Environmentally Friendly Geocast (EEFG) protocol has been evaluated in two trac-
volume hours based on real-data counted by the Regional Municipality of Waterloo [66]:
(1) the minimum trac volume hour of the day (o-peak hour); (2) the maximum trac
volume hour of the day (peak hour). For the signalized intersections, real signal timings,
provided by the Regional Municipality of Waterloo, are used.
7.1 Suburban Environment
Suburban streets are those with low-density driveway access on the periphery of an urban
area. Signalized intersections in suburban areas are not close to one another. Therefore,
they are isolated (independent) intersections. This section studies the performance of
the EEFG protocol for three consecutive intersections on Northeld Drive in Waterloo, as
shown in Figure 7.2. These intersections are Northeld Drive and Bridge Street, Northeld
Drive and University Avenue, and Northeld Drive and Sawmill Road. The lengths of the
street sections have been measured using the Google Earth program [67]. Based on real-
data counted by the Regional Municipality of Waterloo in 2010, 2012 and 2013, the o-peak
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Figure 7.1: A suburban and an urban areas in the city of Waterloo, Ontario, Canada
hour of the day is from 9:30 am to 10:30 am, while the peak hour is from 4:45 pm to 5:45
pm.
7.1.1 Minimum Trac Volume Hour (9:30 am - 10:30 am)
Vehicles enter the system as a Poisson process with a rate of  vehicle/hour/lane from
Origins (Oi) and leave from Destinations (Di), where i = 1; 2; ::::; 8 as shown in Figure 7.4.
Table 7.1 summarizes the data of each intersection and street. Taking the intersection
of Northeld and Bridge as an example, vehicles approaching the intersection toward the
east are on Northeld, which has one lane, Smax = 60 km/h, and Smin = 40 km/h. In
reality, Smin has not been specied for these streets. However, we assumed that Smin is
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Figure 7.2: Suburban Streets: an extract of the city of Waterloo
20 km/h below Smax. Of those vehicles, 9% are turning left at the intersection, 41% are
going through, and 50% are turning right. Most of the signals have multiple timing plans
throughout the day. Signals in a suburban environment generally operate independently
from one another. In reality, the signals are semi-actuated; however, we consider the
maximum green phase time, and do not consider the green arrow light. Osets are a
percentage of the cycle length and relate to the beginning of the Northeld Drive green.
For example, if the TLS at Northeld and Bridge switches to green at time t = 5 and
the oset is 93% for the TLS at Northeld and University, the TLS at Northeld and
University will switch to green at time t = 85. Table 7.2 shows the TLS phase times and
osets.
The simulation stops when 500 vehicles have arrived at destinations in ten dierent
movement scenarios. The simulation results exclude vehicles that have not yet reached a
destination when the simulation stops. The proposed EEFG protocol has been evaluated
based on economical and environmentally friendly measures (vehicle fuel consumption and
CO2 emission) using the optimum and computed SR. The protocol has been compared
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Figure 7.3: Urban Streets: an extract of the city of Waterloo
with a case where no vehicular network is applied. In this case, a vehicle enters the system
at a speed that is drawn from the discrete uniform distribution on the interval [Smin, Smax].
Moreover, the impact of communication measures (e.g., message delay and delivery ratio)
and quality of travel metrics (e.g., vehicle idling times) on the reduction of CO2 emission
and fuel consumption are presented.
The average CO2 emission and fuel consumption from traveling vehicles have been
computed with dierent vehicles' transmission ranges. Figure 7.5 shows the benet of the
EEFG protocol on the amount of vehicle CO2 emission and fuel consumption. With no
EEFG, these amounts are independent of the vehicles' transmission range since no commu-
nication occurs. Zero transmission range means there is no vehicle-to-vehicle communica-
tions. However, vehicles receive packets from the TLS, where the transmission range of the
TLSs is 1 km. As the vehicles' transmission range increases, the vehicles receive a packet
early. Also, the chance of packet delivery increases. These advantages help vehicles avoid
uneconomical and environmentally unfriendly (UEU) actions. As a result, the amount of
CO2 emission and fuel consumption decreases as the vehicles' transmission range increases,
as shown in Figure 7.5.
It can be noticed from Figure 7.5 that CO2 emission and fuel consumption using the
optimum SR are equal to those using computed SR when vehicles receive packets only
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Figure 7.4: Vehicles' origins and destinations
from the TLS. However, they are slightly dierent when V2V communication is involved
because a vehicle receiving has no leading vehicle or is not aected by its leading vehicle.
In other words, Scenarios 2 and 4, as discussed in Section 5.1, do not occur. On the
other hand, these scenarios could happen when a vehicle receives from its leader. In these
scenarios, the computed SR of a vehicle is equal to the recommended speed of its leader
(SRl) if the vehicle is going to be aected by that leader. In this case, the vehicle decreases
its speed to SRl immediately after receiving the message. In some cases, the computed
SR equals optimum SR as we observed in Chapter 6, but not always, because of many
factors, including speed-limit, current speed value, SRl value, distance between the vehicles,
distance to the TLS, TLS phase times, time spent idling, and duration of deceleration.
These factors are considered in the optimization model. When the transmission range
increases, the CO2 emission and fuel consumption using the optimum and computed SR
are the same because the scenarios in which a vehicle aected by its leader (Scenario 2 and
4) rarely happen.
Another way to evaluate the performance of the protocol is by presenting the average
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Table 7.1: Trac information for suburban intersections and streets (9:30 am - 10:30 am)
Northeld Dr. & Bridge St.
EASTBOUND (O1) NORTHBOUND (O2) SOUTHBOUND (O8) WESTBOUND (Not Origin)
Left turn (%) 9 56 18 7
Through (%) 41 36 59 83
Right turn (%) 50 8 23 10
 (vph/lane) 376 284 111 {
# of lanes 1 1 1 1
Smax (km/h) 60 50 50 60
Smin (km/h) 40 30 30 40
Northeld Dr. & University Ave.
EASTBOUND (Not Origin) NORTHBOUND (O3) SOUTHBOUND (O7) WESTBOUND (Not Origin)
Left turn (%) 1 49 35 17
Through (%) 52 20 46 76
Right turn (%) 47 31 19 7
 (vph/lane) { 85 37 {
# of lanes 1 2 1 1
Smax (km/h) 60 50 50 60
Smin (km/h) 40 30 30 40
Northeld Dr. & Sawmill Rd.
EASTBOUND (Not Origin) NORTHBOUND (O4) SOUTHBOUND (O6) WESTBOUND (O5)
Left turn (%) 16 11 9 61
Through (%) 59 49 75 34
Right turn (%) 25 40 16 5
 (vph/lane) { 197 212 259
# of lanes 1 1 1 1
Smax (km/h) 80 50 80 80
Smin (km/h) 60 30 60 60
vehicle saving in CO2 emission and fuel consumption. Figure 7.6 shows the average CO2 and
fuel saving per vehicle versus vehicles' transmission range. The savings using the optimum
SR and computed SR are equal if only TLS2V communication and large transmission ranges
are considered. Otherwise, the savings using the optimum SR are more than those using
the computed SR.
Figure 7.7 shows how the EEFG protocol can decrease the time vehicles must idle. It is
clear that in the absence of a vehicular network, the average vehicle's idling time is around
11 seconds. This time would be shortened if the idea of vehicular networks is applied.
With the EEFG protocol, increasing the transmission range can decrease vehicular idling
time to a minimum of 3.5 seconds.
The average vehicle idling times with EEFG using optimum SR are almost equal to
those with EEFG using the computed SR. Thus, if the stop-and-go conditions of a vehicle
can be avoided using the optimization model to obtain SR, it is going to be avoided as well
using the heuristic expressions.
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Figure 7.5: Average vehicle CO2 emission and fuel consumption versus vehicles' transmis-
sion range in the suburban environment (9:30 am - 10:30 am)
Figure 7.6: Average vehicle saving in CO2 emission and fuel consumption versus vehicles'
transmission range in the suburban environment (9:30 am - 10:30 am)
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Table 7.2: Signal timing for suburban intersections (9:30 am -10:30 am)
Northeld Dr. & Bridge St.
Green (sec) Yellow (sec) Red (sec) Oset (%)
Northeld Drive 35 4 33 {
Bridge Street 29 4 39 {
Northeld Dr. & University Ave.
Green (sec) Yellow (sec) Red (sec) Oset (%)
Northeld Drive 48 4 34 93
University Avenue 30 4 52 {
Northeld Dr. & Sawmill Rd.
Green (sec) Yellow (sec) Red (sec) Oset (%)
Northeld Drive 26 4 34 0
Sawmill Road 30 4 30 {
For each destination node, packet delay (D) is dened as the dierence between the
time of receiving the packet and the time of initiating the packet from the TLS. This work
considers only buering delay, since transmission, processing, and propagation delays are
small values that do not impact the results. Also, we assume ideal MAC and PHY layers. It
is clear that increasing the vehicles' transmission range helps reduce packet delay. In fact,
fast packet delivery enables earlier vehicle actions, thereby achieving greater CO2-emission
and fuel-consumption reductions. Figure 7.8 shows the relationship between the average
packet delay of all traveling vehicles and the transmission range. It can be noticed from
Figures 7.5 and 7.8 that the amount of CO2 emission and fuel consumption are directly
proportional to packet delay as shown in Figure 7.9. A minimum average delay of around
6 seconds has to exist even if we have large transmission ranges because a vehicle does
not send the received packet until it adjusts its speed to the recommended one. During
the adjustment period, the packet will be buered. This delay increases with an increased
number of hops. For example, a vehicle receiving from a TLS takes 3 seconds to adjust its
speed to SR and send the packet to its following vehicle, which might itself need 2 seconds
to adjust its speed to its SR and send its packet. As a result, the total buering delay
for the following vehicle is 5 seconds. On the other hand, it is 3 seconds for the leading
vehicle.
Figure 7.10 demonstrates the average ratio of cars that were supposed to receive a
packet but did not due to the short vehicle transmission range. When the transmission
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Figure 7.7: Average vehicle stops delay versus vehicles' transmission range
Figure 7.8: Average vehicle received packet delay versus vehicles' transmission range
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Figure 7.9: Average vehicle CO2 emission and fuel consumption versus average received
packet delay
range (Tx) equals zero, there is only communication from the TLS to vehicles. Therefore,
around 40% of the vehicles received a packet although Tx=0. Similar to packet delay,
this ratio is directly proportional to the amount of CO2 emission and fuel consumption, as
shown in Figure 7.11. Therefore, it is desirable to design a geocast protocol that has a short
packet delay and high packet delivery ratio for the reduction of CO2 and fuel consumption.
7.1.2 Maximum Trac Volume Hour (4:45 pm - 5:45 pm)
This subsection evaluates the EEFG protocol during the peak hour. The trac information
of the intersections and streets are summarized in Table 7.3. In addition, Table 7.4 shows
the phase times and osets of each TLS. Assumptions and simulation settings are as in
Subsection 7.1.1.
Similar to the results obtained in Subsection 7.1.1, vehicles can save fuel and reduce
emissions using the EEFG protocol. As shown in Figure 7.12, the CO2 emission and fuel
consumption decrease with a vehicle's increasing transmission range. Unlike the results
in Subsection 7.1.1, the CO2 emission and fuel consumption using the optimum and com-
puted SR are not equal when the transmission range increases. At the peak hour, increasing
transmission range might not have a signicant eect on CO2 and fuel since the distance
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Figure 7.10: Average ratio of cars unable to receive a packet per TLS
Figure 7.11: Average CO2 emission and fuel consumption vs. ratio of cars not able to
receive a packet per TLS
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Table 7.3: Trac information for suburban intersections and streets (4:45 pm -5:45 pm)
Northeld Dr. & Bridge St.
EASTBOUND (O1) NORTHBOUND (O2) SOUTHBOUND (O8) WESTBOUND (Not Origin)
Left turn (%) 2 63 17 8
Through (%) 50 28 68 87
Right turn (%) 48 9 15 5
 (vph/lane) 1045 529 474 {
# of lanes 1 1 1 1
Northeld Dr. & University Ave.
EASTBOUND (Not Origin) NORTHBOUND (O3) SOUTHBOUND (O7) WESTBOUND (Not Origin)
Left turn (%) 0 46 72 22
Through (%) 78 21 25 70
Right turn (%) 22 33 3 3
 (vph/lane) { 229 216 {
# of lanes 1 2 1 1
Northeld Dr. & Sawmill Rd.
EASTBOUND (Not Origin) NORTHBOUND (O4) SOUTHBOUND (O6) WESTBOUND (O5)
Left turn (%) 17 8 12 50
Through (%) 65 40 69 47
Right turn (%) 18 52 19 3
 (vph/lane) { 861 264 328
# of lanes 1 1 1 1
between the sender and receiver might already be less than the transmission range. There-
fore, scenarios in which a vehicle is aected by its leader (Scenario 2 and 4) can happen
even though the transmission range is large. As a result, the CO2 emission and fuel con-
sumption using the optimum and computed SR dier even with a large transmission range.
Figure 7.13 shows the average saving of CO2 and fuel using the EEFG protocol with
dierent transmission ranges. As the transmission range increases, the vehicles receive a
packet early. Also, the chance of packet delivery increases. As a result, the saving of CO2
emission and fuel consumption increases as the vehicles' transmission range increases.
7.2 Urban Environment
Urban streets are those with a relatively high density of driveway access, and located in
an urban area. Signalized intersections in urban areas are close to one another. Therefore,
they might be coordinated (dependent) intersections. This section studies the performance
of the EEFG protocol for four consecutive intersections (Figure 7.3) on University Avenue
in Waterloo, Canada: University Avenue and Phillip Street, University Avenue and Albert
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Figure 7.12: Average vehicle CO2 emission and fuel consumption versus vehicles' trans-
mission range in suburban environment (4:45 pm - 5:45 pm)
Figure 7.13: Average vehicle saving in CO2 emission and fuel consumption versus vehicles'
transmission range in suburban environment (4:45 pm - 5:45 pm)
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Table 7.4: Signal timing for suburban intersections (4:45 pm -5:45 pm)
Northeld Dr. & Bridge St.
Green (sec) Yellow (sec) Red (sec) Oset (%)
Northeld Drive 31 4 37 {
Bridge Street 33 4 35 {
Northeld Dr. & University Ave.
Green (sec) Yellow (sec) Red (sec) Oset (%)
Northeld Drive 56 4 36 74
University Avenue 32 4 60 {
Northeld Dr. & Sawmill Rd.
Green (sec) Yellow (sec) Red (sec) Oset (%)
Northeld Drive 29 4 30 0
Sawmill Road 26 4 33 {
Street, University Avenue and Hazel Street, and University Avenue and King Street. The
lengths of the street sections have been measured using the Google Earth program [67].
Based on real-data counted by the Regional Municipality of Waterloo in 2010 and 2012,
the o-peak hour of the day is from 9:30 am to 10:30 am, while the peak hour is from 4:45
pm to 5:45 pm.
7.2.1 Minimum Trac Volume Hour (9:30 am - 10:30 am)
Vehicles enter the system as a Poisson process with a rate of  vehicle/hour/lane from Ori-
gins (Oi) and leave from Destinations (Di), where i = 1; 2; ::::; 10 as shown in Figure 7.14.
Table 7.5 summarizes the data of each intersection and street. Most of the signals have
multiple timing plans throughout the day. Signals in an urban environment are generally
coordinated. In reality, the signals are semi-actuated; however, we consider the maximum
green phase time, and do not consider the green arrow light. Osets are a percentage of
the cycle length and relate to the beginning of the University Avenue green. Table 7.5
shows the TLS phase times and osets.
As shown in Figure 7.15, CO2 emission and fuel consumption can be reduced by using
the EEFG protocol in urban streets. The amount of CO2 emission and fuel consumption
decrease as vehicles' transmission range increases. Because the TLSs are relatively close to
one another, the amount of CO2 emission and fuel consumption start to reach a constant
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Figure 7.14: Vehicles' origins and destinations
state after 200 m transmission range, indicating that the network becomes connected all
the time when the range is greater than or equal 200 m.
As discussed in the previous results, CO2 emission and fuel consumption using the
optimum SR are equal to those using computed SR when vehicles receive only from the
TLS. However, they are slightly dierent when V2V communication is involved because
the scenarios where a vehicle is aected by its leader (Scenario 2 and 4) are most likely
to happen in the urban streets even at the o-peak hour since the distances between
intersections are not great. Figure 7.16 shows the average saving of CO2 emission and fuel
consumption when using the EEFG protocol for the optimum and computed SR.
7.2.2 Maximum Trac Volume Hour (4:45 pm - 5:45 pm)
This subsection evaluates the EEFG protocol during the peak hour in the urban area.
The trac information for the intersections and streets is summarized in Table 7.7. In
addition, Table 7.8 shows the phase times and osets of each TLS. Assumptions and
simulation settings are as in Subsection 7.2.1.
In the urban areas, using the EEFG protocol can save fuel and reduce emissions at
the peak hour as shown in Figure 7.17. Increasing the transmission range helps to reduce
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Figure 7.15: Average vehicle CO2 emission and fuel consumption versus vehicles' trans-
mission range in urban environment (9:30 am - 10:30 am)
Figure 7.16: Average vehicle saving in CO2 emission and fuel consumption versus vehicles'
transmission range in urban environment (9:30 am - 10:30 am)
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Figure 7.17: Average vehicle CO2 emission and fuel consumption versus vehicles' trans-
mission range in urban environment (4:45 pm - 5:45 pm)
fuel and emissions. Similar to the results obtained in Subsections 7.1.1, 7.1.2, and 7.2.1,
the optimum SR equals the computed SR if the V2V communication is not involved. On
the other hand, a dierence in the optimum and computed SR could happen if a vehicle
received from its leader and was aected by it. Figure 7.18 shows the possible average
saving per vehicle.
7.3 Interpretation of Results
Based on the trac information presented in Tables 7.1 and 7.3, the total average number
of vehicles that enter the suburban road network is 1546 vehicles at the o-peak hour
and 4175 vehicles at the peak hour. Considering 400 m transmission range, the average
CO2 reduction is 32.5 g/vehicle at the o-peak hour and 40.7 g/vehicle at the peak hour as
shown in Figures 7.6 and 7.13. Therefore, the total average CO2 emission from the vehicles
is 50.2 kg/hr at the o-peak hour and 169.72 kg/hr at the peak hour. Applying EEFG
only at the o-peak and peak hours in one year, the average CO2 reduction that can be
achieved is 73.9 Mg.
For the urban environment, the average number of vehicles that enter the road network
is 2878 vehicles at the o-peak hour and 7105 vehicles at the peak hour, as can be observed
from Tables 7.5 and 7.7. At 400 m transmission range, the average CO2 reduction at the
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Figure 7.18: Average vehicle saving in CO2 emission and fuel consumption versus vehicles'
transmission range in urban environment (4:45 pm - 5:45 pm)
o-peak hour is 20.75 g/vehicle, and it is 26.2 g/vehicle at the peak hour. As a result,
the CO2 emitted from the vehicles is 59.9 kg/hr and 186.2 kg/hr at the o-peak hour and
peak hour, respectively. Considering EEFG applied only at the o-peak and peak hours,
the average CO2 emission that can be reduced in a year is 82.8 Mg.
7.4 Summary
Four case studies have been considered in this chapter to evaluate the EEFG protocol: (1)
a suburban environment at the maximum trac volume hour of the day; (2) a suburban
environment at the minimum trac volume hour of the day; (3) an urban environment at
the maximum trac volume hour of the day; (4) an urban environment at the minimum
trac volume hour of the day. Comparing results with and without using the EEFG
protocol, reduced vehicle CO2 emission, fuel consumption, idling time can be achieved
with EEFG. In the rst case as an example, we demonstrate that the packet delay and
packet delivery success ratio have an impact on vehicle CO2 emission and fuel consumption.
In the case of TLS2V communication, the optimization and heuristic expressions give
the same SR results. However, the results might dier if V2V communication is involved.
Based on the results obtained in this chapter, EEFG can save fuel and reduce CO2 emission
in all four cases.
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Table 7.5: Trac information for urban intersections and streets (9:30 am-10:30 am)
University Ave. & Phillip St.
EASTBOUND (O1) NORTHBOUND (O2) SOUTHBOUND (O10) WESTBOUND (Not Origin)
Left turn (%) 30 50 60 1
Through (%) 68 25 7 70
Right turn (%) 2 25 33 29
 (vph/lane) 268 8 170 {
# of lanes 2 1 1 2
Smax (km/h) 50 50 50 50
Smin (km/h) 30 30 30 30
University Ave. & Albert St.
EASTBOUND (Not Origin) NORTHBOUND (O3) SOUTHBOUND (O9) WESTBOUND (Not Origin)
Left turn (%) 5 16 15 7
Through (%) 88 72 77 85
Right turn (%) 7 12 8 8
 (vph/lane) { 350 228 {
# of lanes 2 1 1 2
Smax (km/h) 50 50 50 50
Smin (km/h) 30 30 30 30
University Ave. & Hazel St.
EASTBOUND (Not Origin) NORTHBOUND (O4) SOUTHBOUND (O8) WESTBOUND (Not Origin)
Left turn (%) 4 38 43 6
Through (%) 88 14 15 90
Right turn (%) 8 48 42 4
 (vph/lane) { 52 72 {
# of lanes 2 1 1 2
Smax (km/h) 50 50 50 50
Smin (km/h) 30 30 30 30
University Ave. & King St.
EASTBOUND (Not Origin) NORTHBOUND (O5) SOUTHBOUND (O7) WESTBOUND (O6)
Left turn (%) 23 16 17 14
Through (%) 70 67 67 75
Right turn (%) 7 17 16 11
 (vph/lane) { 209 198 324
# of lanes 2 2 2 2
Smax (km/h) 50 50 50 50
Smin (km/h) 30 30 30 30
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Table 7.6: Signal timing for urban intersections (9:30 am -10:30 am)
University Ave. & Phillip St.
Green (sec) Yellow (sec) Red (sec) Oset (%)
University Avenue 33 4 11 {
Phillip Street 7 4 37 {
University Ave. & Albert St.
Green (sec) Yellow (sec) Red (sec) Oset (%)
University Avenue 37 4 33 23
Albert Street 29 4 41 {
University Ave. & Hazel St.
Green (sec) Yellow (sec) Red (sec) Oset (%)
University Avenue 55 4 37 66
Hazel Street 33 4 59 {
University Ave. & King St.
Green (sec) Yellow (sec) Red (sec) Oset (%)
University Avenue 31 4 31 77
King Street 27 4 35 {
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Table 7.7: Trac information for urban intersections and streets (4:45 pm -5:45 pm)
University Ave. & Phillip St.
EASTBOUND (O1) NORTHBOUND (O2) SOUTHBOUND (O10) WESTBOUND (Not Origin)
Left turn (%) 16 36 71 1
Through (%) 83 14 1 87
Right turn (%) 1 50 28 12
 (vph/lane) 320 36 549 {
# of lanes 2 1 1 2
University Ave. & Albert St.
EASTBOUND (Not Origin) NORTHBOUND (O3) SOUTHBOUND (O9) WESTBOUND (Not Origin)
Left turn (%) 6 13 12 9
Through (%) 85 70 82 86
Right turn (%) 9 17 6 5
 (vph/lane) { 837 688 {
# of lanes 2 1 1 2
University Ave. & Hazel St.
EASTBOUND (Not Origin) NORTHBOUND (O4) SOUTHBOUND (O8) WESTBOUND (Not Origin)
Left turn (%) 4 38 53 5
Through (%) 91 17 15 90
Right turn (%) 5 45 32 5
 (vph/lane) { 837 688 {
# of lanes 2 1 1 2
University Ave. & King St.
EASTBOUND (Not Origin) NORTHBOUND (O5) SOUTHBOUND (O7) WESTBOUND (O6)
Left turn (%) 14 14 19 11
Through (%) 80 77 68 79
Right turn (%) 6 9 13 10
 (vph/lane) { 427 446 542
# of lanes 2 2 2 2
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Table 7.8: Signal timing for urban intersections (4:45 pm - 5:45 pm)
University Ave. & Phillip St.
Green (sec) Yellow (sec) Red (sec) Oset (%)
University Avenue 49 4 11 {
Phillip Street 7 4 53 {
University Ave. & Albert St.
Green (sec) Yellow (sec) Red (sec) Oset (%)
University Avenue 43 4 37 14
Albert Street 33 4 47 {
University Ave. & Hazel St.
Green (sec) Yellow (sec) Red (sec) Oset (%)
University Avenue 64 4 38 90
Hazel Street 34 4 68 {
University Ave. & King St.
Green (sec) Yellow (sec) Red (sec) Oset (%)
University Avenue 38 4 34 2
King Street 30 4 42 {
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
8.1 Summary and Conclusions
This work was motivated by the fact that applying vehicular networks in transportation
systems can play a key role in reducing vehicle fuel consumption and emissions. Most
applications in vehicular networks aim to reduce the number of fatalities on roads and to
comfort drivers and their passengers. However, this thesis focuses on applications that
can save the environment and money. With a focus on the network layer, most previous
routing protocols in vehicular networks focus on improving the network-centric performance
measures (e.g., message delay, packet delivery ratio, etc.) instead of focusing on improving
the performance measures (e.g., fuel consumption and CO2 emissions) that are meaningful
to both the scientic community and the general public.
This work is multidisciplinary. It gathers together three dierent areas: (1) vehicular
communication networks; (2) trac engineering; (3) environmental engineering. Chapter 2
reviews the background and provides a literature survey of these areas. Vehicular networks
are responsible for delivering useful packet information for energy saving. Based on the
sent information, the movement of vehicles is changed. In response to vehicles' speeds and
accelerations, the green performance measures can be determined.
The integration of the aforementioned areas is required in this work. Chapter 3 de-
scribes the system model, including its communication model, trac model, mobility
model, and performance measures. The thesis focuses on reducing uneconomical and en-
vironmentally unfriendly (UEU) actions that occur as vehicles approach a trac light
signal (TLS). Theses actions are stop-and-go conditions, unnecessary high acceleration,
and unnecessary excessive speed.
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The main goal of this thesis is to develop a new protocol, called Economical and Envi-
ronmentally Friendly Geocast (EEFG), which can achieve the maximum reduction of CO2
emission and fuel consumption from vehicles approaching a TLS. The EEFG protocol aims
to deliver useful information to vehicles inside the region of interest (ROI) as explained in
Chapter 4. Based on that information, the vehicle receiving the information controls its
speed at a recommended speed (SR), which helps the vehicle to reduce the UEU actions.
Two methods are proposed for determining the value of SR: (1) using an optimization
model as proposed in Chapter 5; (2) using heuristic expressions as proposed in Chapter 6.
The objective function of the optimization is to minimize vehicle fuel consumption and
emissions. This model is applicable in both trac light signal-to-vehicle (TLS2V) and
vehicle-to-vehicle communications. The heuristic expressions are also proposed in both
TLS2V and V2V communications. They are developed based on the observations drawn
from Chapter 5's results.These expressions can compute the optimum or near-optimum
SR.
Performance studies of the EEFG protocol have been presented in Chapter 7. Four
case studies have been taken into account: (1) a suburban environment at the maximum
trac volume hour of the day; (2) a suburban environment at the minimum trac volume
hour of the day; (3) an urban environment at the maximum trac volume hour of the day;
(4) an urban environment at the minimum trac volume hour of the day. These studies
show the benets of using EEFG: reduced vehicle CO2 emission, fuel consumption, and
idling time. Considering the rst case stud as an example, the results demonstrate that the
packet delay and packet delivery success ratio have an impact on vehicle CO2 emissions and
fuel consumption. In case of TLS2V, the optimization and heuristic expressions achieve
the same SR results. However, the results might dier if V2V communication is involved.
As shown in the results, EEFG can save fuel and reduce CO2 emissions in all four cases.
8.2 Future Research Work
This work can be extended in several directions, such as:
 Considering dierent types of vehicles
Vehicles manufacturers such as Honda, Toyota, and Nissan [68][69][70] have produced ve-
hicles with either hybrid technology, in which a gasoline engine is considered the main
source of power while providing an auxiliary electric motor that provides additional power,
or fully electric vehicles (FEVs). In our work, the focus has been only on vehicles running
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on fossil fuels with the objective of reducing their fuel consumption and emissions. As a
future work, the energy savings for electric or hybrid vehicles that arise using our model
can be investigated.
 Integrating the optimization of trac light phases
Research on using vehicular networks at signalized intersections to achieve minimum vehicle
fuel consumption and emissions can be classied into two types: (1) controlling a TLS's
phases based on information transmitted from approaching vehicles to the TLS [41]. The
goal is to determine the optimum values of the TLS's phases; (2) controlling vehicles based
on information transmitted from the TLS ahead. As proposed in this thesis, the goal is to
optimize the vehicles' speed. It would be an important but challenging contribution if the
two aforementioned types can be integrated or combined.
 Trip-based optimization
The proposed optimization model works for each individual TLS independently. For a
vehicle approaching a TLS as an example, the objective is to determine the minimum fuel
cost and emissions of the vehicle at the current TLS regardless of the vehicle trip. We
do not guarantee that our model will achieve minimum fuel cost and emissions for the
whole trip. Further research could be undertaken based on a more holistic perspective
that considers a whole trip.
 Drivers' behavior and recommended lane
The thesis assumes the best case scenario, where the vehicle is in full control or that the
driver follows the instructions precisely. In [71], we studied the performance of EEFG
considering a dierent penetration rate (), which is the percentage of vehicles that are
equipped with communication devices. EEFG can save fuel and CO2 emission even with
low . However, more studies are needed to enhance our model by considering driving
behavior. For example, a dynamic suggestion could be provided based on driver behavior.
For more reduction of emissions and fuel consumption, the EEFG protocol can be enhanced
by providing vehicles with information about the best lane to travel in.
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